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Purposes of the American Alliance For Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance

The American Alliance is an educational organization, structured for the purposes of
supporting, encouraging, and providing assistance to member groups and their personnel throughout the
nation as they seek to initiate, develop, and conduct programs in health, leisure, and movement-
related activities for the enrichment of human life.
Alliance objectives include:

1. Professional growth and developmentto support, encourage.. and provide guidance in the
development and conduct of programs in health, leisure, and movement -dated activities which are
based on the needs, interests, and inherent capacities of the individual in today's society.

2. Communicationto facilitate public and professional understanding and appreciation of the
importance and value of health, leisure, and movement-related activities as they contribute toward
human well-being.

3. Researchto encourage and facilitate research which will enrich the depth and scope of
health, leisure, and movement-related activities; and to disseminate the findings to the profession and
other interested and concerned publics.

4. Standards and guidelinesto further the continuous development and evaluation of
standards within the profession for personnel and programs in health, leisure, and
movement-related activities.

5. Public affairsto coordinate and administer a planned program of professional, public, and
governmental relations that will improve education in areas of health, leisure, and
movement-related activities.

6. To conduct such other activities as shall be approved by the Board of Governors and the
Alliance Assembly, provided that the Alliance shall not engage in any activity which would be
inconsistent with the status of an educational and charitable organization as defined in Section 501(c) (3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 or any successor provision thereto, and none of the said purposes
shall at any time be deemed or construed to be purposes other than the public benefit purposes and
objectives consistent with such educational and charitable status.
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HOW TO USE THIS PACKET

Recreation and Parks belong to the public. Decisions about funding, staffing, services, and facilities
are shaped in the political arena. Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation is a guide for
changing public opinion concerning recreation and parks. It is written for those who have the courage
and desire to influence the political decisions which affect the future of recreation and parks for our
nation.

No two states are alike. No two communities have the same problemsnor the same resources. There
is no single prescription for success. But, there are commonalties among the political environments,
structures, and interventions which can change park and recreation policy.

Shaping political decisions successfully requires more than motivation. It requires a knowledge of
the political process and a grasp of the tools that help sway decision-making.

Our government reflects the changing values, beliefs and needs of the public. Change is the only
certainty. We can be a part of a changing world.

Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation is divided into five sections for easy reference. Not
everyone will need all of the information presented here, but rather may pick and choose the most
pertinent and applicable sections. The book is intended as a resource manualbut it is mostly intended
to be used.

Section HSetting the Stage tells how the various levels of government are organized to provide
support to recreation and parks, and the processes which turn public opinion into public policy. A brief
history and some future trends concerning federal, state, and local role in funding recreation and parks is
given. Also included is an explanation of the structure and function of the state legislatures and their
relationship to state and local recreation and park policy.

Section IIIGetting Started provides a model for mounting a comprehensive state wide legislative
campaign. it suggests planning strategies and ways to involve people for successful political action.

Section IVTools of the Trade provides tools for action. It outlines techniques to educate voters and
politicians, and giving samples.

Section V Research and Resources offers questions and answers about recreation and parks, research
excerpts, and support statemer to help sell recreation and parks to political decision makers.
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1

Making Public Policy In a Federalist
System

People who want to influence public policy face a variety of conflicts. They need to know what %hey
can do. They might wonder if influencing the government is wrong. Citizens will want to know how
they can interact with government in a legitimate way with some degree of intelligence, effectiveness
and focus.

Our Government is based on the federalist model, which is a series of governments, each with its
own role and jurisdiction. A helpful way to look at our governing forces is to use the Public Policy
Making Grid (Figure 1.1). This grid shows the three levels of governmentfederal, state, and local
and the three branches of governmentexecutive, legislative, and judicialin a matrix. This is a clear
way of viewing the dividing lines of government power.

Public Policy

Public policy can be defined as the expression of policy by the government, which reflects the common
philosophies, values and desires of its citizens. To influence public policy, find out which government
structure has jurisdiction over an issue. A local legislative issue is a matter for the city council. A state
executive issue might be a matter for the state director of natural resources. A national judicial issue
could be a coalition of conservation groups suing to prevent administrative changes in the management
of the National Wilderness System. The first step in influencing public policy is to place an issue on the
grid.

The Three Branches

The framers of the Constitution meant to provide a stable government that would protect property
against the leveling tendencies of the majority. They created the electoral college and a powerful
judiciary, and provided for the indirect election of senators through the state legislatures.

The early leaders designed a system of three branches of government: executive, legislative, and
judicial. Developed as a check and balance on the excessive use of power, the three branches were a
reaction against the tyranny of the British monarch. In simple terms, the legislative branch makes the
law; the judicial branch administers it; and the judicial to adjudicates it. Each defines the way
government relates to citizens.

Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation
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Executive

Although laws are made by the legislative branch, legislation is not the only way to make public
policy. The executive branch can make policy in the ways it chooses to administer the laws set down by
the legislative branch. For instance, when Congress passed the initial legislation requiring
environmental impact statements for projects, it intended the agency to prepare a two to three page
document. The executive branch interpreted a much broader meaning, resulting in today's multimillion
dollar environmental impact statements by all levels of the public and private sector.

Within the executive branch is a myriad of public officials, who each have responsibility for some
decision making. Collectively, these decisions express the public policy of the executive branch, a
policy which changes with each administration, because the chief executive and his policies govern at
the direct request of the people. The newly elected executive represents the policies that the people
have said they want. A good government bureaucrat whose tenure transcends any administration,
reflects the views and policies of the administration currently in power.

Citizens express their opinions to the executive branch primarily by electing the chief executive
the president, the governor, or the mayor. As our system of government has become more complicated,
other mechanisms for public input, such as public hearings or public comment, have become more
formalized. /J1 federal regulations are subject to public comment. Many state policy decisions are
preceded by regional hearings designed to garner input from professional providers and consumers of
relevant state services. Volatile political issues are often handled this way to diffuse public outcry
and to move the decision to the most politically expedient or publicly accepted middle ground.

Public Policy Making Grid

EXECUTIVE LEGISLATIVE JUDICIAL

FEDERAL

President, Vice Pesident,
Cabinet, Federal Agencies,
Presidential Councils, etc.

U.S. Congress, Congressional
Budget Office, Ubrcry of
Congress, other Congressional
Offices

Supreme Court, Federal
Court System

STATE

Governor, Cabinet, State
Agencies, Special
Commissions, and Councils,

State Legislature, State
Legislative Offices

State Supreme Court, State
Court System

LOCAL Mayor, City/Town Offices City/Town Council, Board of
Supervisors' Local Court System

'Lord Goverrrnenis are de5ned by state law. h some counties. the chcirmcn of the board of supeMsors functions as a chief executive.

Figure 1.1 Public Policy Making Grid

Legislative

The legislative branch is the easiest to influence, and the one most directly responsible to the people.
Legislators are elected from specific geographic districts, and represent fewer people than the
executive branch.

Citizens express their needs to the legislature in a variety of ways, primarily by voting for their
legislators and participating in their party campaigns at the local level. Other common ways to
influence legislative policy are by writing letters to legislators or testifying at public hearings.
Hearings are usually held in conjunction with proposed new legislation, the budget and appropriations
process, and oversight activities. The legislature can hold hearings on almost anything that coula be
considered "public business."

8
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Judicial

The judicial branch was designed as the most distant from public influence. The function of the judicial
branch is to ensure that laws are consistent with the Constitution and that the administration of the
law is consistent with its language or intent.

Although some judges are elected, they are usually appointed and have stringent guidelines for
removal from office. The intent was to make them more impervious to the political whims which
affect the legislative and executive branches, but court decisions remain an expression of public policy.

Because individuals can have an impact on the judicial system only by filing suit, the judicial
system is seen as largely responsive, taking little in.iative of its own. It responds to complaints from
the citizens about the constitutionality, interpretation, or administration of a law. Another common
way to interact with the judicial system is to file as a friend of the court, or to file as part of a class
action, which means that the decision would apply to an entire class of people, such as children under
18 in a particular state, or women, etc

The Three Levels

Although the concepts of democracy and equality upon which our country was founded solidified
slowly, the desire for independence was always pervasive. The very name of our country, the United
States, reflects our paradoxical desire to be independent states, yet united and strong. The early
leaders of our country took various positions on this continuum of independenceunity. They saw the
advantage of a strong central government as crucial to the survival of our new nation. With the election
of Thomas Jefferson, however, the concept of decentralization took hold. Jefferson wanted a majority of
the power to be centered in local governments.. and advocated for New England style town meetings.
Jefferson is credited with what became the concept of states' rights.

Unlike th, three branches of government, the roles of the three levels of government throughout our
history have oeen less clearly defined. The very obvious role for the federal government is national
issues. The states have traditionally been concerned with the health and welfare of citizens. Local
government tends to more immediate issues of zoning, property use, and local recreation and parks
opportunities.

Power Shifts

During Franklin Roosevelt's term, the federal government began to take on new responsibilities. Job
programs were developed, and food programs began. During the 1960s and the 1970s, the federal
government began to increase its role with the Great Society and the War on Poverty. Federal programs
were expanded and some programs were funded directly to local governments, bypassing thy-' states
altogether. Civil rights became an issue, and state and local governments came to be perceived as
incapable or unwilling to guarantee basic constitutional rights. The federal government had to assume
more authority to uphold the constitution.

President Reagan's "new federalism" program tried to shift some of the power which now rests
with the federal government to the states and localities. President Reagan's "new federalism" was
much the same as Thomas Jefferson's original notion, of "old federalism." The conflict over which level
of government should appropriately have authority for a variety or areas is as old as our country itself.
Just as the ideas of a perfect form of government were debated in the early days of our country, they are
debated today. Some of the old arguments continue to haunt us.

America has been described as a welfare state by some government leaders and observers. The aging
of the American population is changing the way government does and will continue to provide service.
During the Reagan administration America experienced the largest deficits in history. In 1989, 14 % of
the federal budget was allocated to debt payment. This is larger than the combined budgets of the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Education, Energy, Interior, Justice, Labor, State, and
Transportation.

Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation 9 3



When discussing ways of influencing governments, it is generally helpful to look at which branch of
government has the decision making power. In general, the closer the decision is to the people, the
more personal the politics become. Although citizens may not personally know a United States
Senator, they may very well know their state senator. In a small town, the mayor may be a close
friend. This can both complicate and enhance the effectiveness ofa lobbying effort. In general, because
they are more visible, state and local governments are less forgiving. Conversely, a positive
reputation, is generally more lasting and valuable on this level in the long run. Care, consistency, and
credibility are extremely important.1

Public Policy For Recreation and Parks

The first and most pervasive truth about government is that it is subject to change. It is a dynamic
system which is influenced by outside forces economic situations, wars, politics and public sentiment.
Likewise, today's government is not the past governments. Tomorrow's government will not be the
government of today. Times change. Power shifts. The changing nature of our government enables
citizens to have a hand in developing the future, but it blurs the boundaries of the Public Policy Making
Grid, necessitating a more skillful and savvy approach. It can be very much like hitting a moving
target. Committed, energetic people who are willing to learnas they go can have a hand in sirping
public policy. Make public policy work for recreation and parks.

1 Portions reprinted from the Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, September, 1983. Used with
permission.
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2
Recreation: Who is in Charge?

Historical Context

The U.S. Constitution makes no provision for recreation and parks, which from the earliest United
States history were perceived as state, county, and municipal responsibilities. The park movement
came to America with the early colonists. The park ideal had been developed in Europe and become a
part of the fabric of society in larger European cities. As early as 1634, Boston Commons was an
important part of the Boston community and Washington, D.C. represented the first major attempt to
establish an American city with the garden park concept as a principal feature. New York City's
Central Park, initiated in 1858, is credited with being the first American park designed for the public.

The recreation movement is often credited with its beginnings in the Boston Sand Gardens in 1885.
The movement was an outgrowth of community recogn5tion of the need to provide services for youth. By
1839, there were 21 playgrounds in Boston and, in 1893, a general superintendent was hired.

The recreation and park movement had begun. Communities all across America were inspired by
Central Park. The large urban park became a model for many communities to emulate. Cities began to
develop park systems and establish park departments. The 1880s and 1890s also saw the growth of
community centers in large communities. Following the example of the development and broadening of
the playground movement, settlement houses began to expand their activities to include more programs
and become a gathering place for the community.

While communities recognized and established their roles as primary providers of recreation and
parks, the states became actively involved in the park movement. The federal govomment had
deeded Yosemite Valley to California in 1864, effectively creating the first state park. The park was
not maintained and ultimately returned to the federal government. New York created the first
recognized state park in 1899. The Adirondack State Park signaled the birth of state park systems. In
1917, the Illinois Division of Parks and Monuments was established as the first state level department.
Yellowstone, carved out of the Wyoming wilderness, was established as the world's first national park
in 1872. This was the first acknowledgment by the federal government of the r.eed to provide
preservation for unique natural resources at the federal level. Another 44 years passed before congress
established a system to manage the national park system. The White House recognized the importance
of outdoor recreation and, in 1924, sponsored the first 'White House Conference on Outdoor Recreation."
Subsequent national reports followed in 1962,1973, and 1986.

Each level of government has carved out its role in the recreation and park movoment. Figure 2.1
illustrates the relationships present at each of the three levels of government and the role of the courts
in the process. The federal government has been, until recently, concerned exclusively with resource
protection through the National Park Service, and multiple resource management through the U.S.
Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, Army Corps of Engineers, and Bureau of Reclamation.
States have been primarily concerned with natural resource acquisition and management and the
provision of park systems. Counties, dependent. upon their proximity to urban areas, have had a mixed
role in the provision of recreation and park resources and services. The more urban the area, the more
apt the organization is to provide traditional municipal recreation programs in addition to natural

Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation
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areas and parks. Conversely, the more rural the location, the less likely the organization will be to
provide traditional recreation services. A rural organization is more apt to concentrate on resource
development and management. There are exceptions to each of these levels of service.

Municipalities have been the innovators in the recreation movement, providing important levels of
service at the community level. As the movement gained momentum and acceptance, the various levels
of government undertook roles that appeared to be a natural separation of responsibilities. Figure 2.2
shows government levels and the type of services each most frequently offers.

Recreation and Park Levels of Service

LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES PROVIDED PROGRAM LEVEL

Federal Government
National Park Service

U.S. Forest Sarvice

Bureau of Land Management

National Parks
Urban Parks

National Monuments
Wilderness Areas

Forest Recreation Areas
Widemess Areas
Recreation Areas
VVildemessArecz

Reservoirs
Recreation Areas

Interpretation
Resource Based Programming

Bureau of Reclamation &
Corps of Engineers

State Parks
State Recreation Areas

State Government County Parks
Large Urban Parks

County Government Urban Park Systems
Recreation Systems

interpretation
Resource Based Recreation

Figure 22 Recreation and Park Levels of Service

The Role of the States

The role of the states has been important in defining and legitimizing the recreation and park
movement. State executive and legislative branches are involved in different roles as they deal with
the local sector. States have traditionally provided:

enabling legislation that authorizes the establishment of state, county, and municipal
recreation and park systems (legislative branch);
supervision and control of state park and resource systems (executive branch);
financial support for state, county, and municipal recreation and park systems
(appropriationslegislative branch; administrationexecutive branch).

State Legislatures

State legislatures enact laws to create and maintain state recreation and park systems. Laws enacted
generally specify which organization of the branch of government is responsible for overseeing a park
system. In each of the 50 states varying organizational structures exist. There has been a trend to
combine the agencies involved in managing the state park system with other conservation related
agencies at the state level (i.e, Department of Natural Resources).

Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation 14 7



State laws, created by the legislature, establish enabling legislation for county and municipalpark
systems. Legislation may allow school districts, municipal and county governments, or separate taxing
districts to be created for these purposes. A wide variety of legislation exists in the various states.
Some states have consolidated existing legislafion while others seem to have enacted new legislation
every time a unit of government wanted to do something different.

State legislatures also keep an eagle eye on their laws long after they have passed both houses.
For the most part, the governor and the executive branch administer and regulate laws which the
legislature passes. However, legislatures may also ensure that the letter and intent of the law is
respected when it is administered. Like Congress, state legislatures may hold oversight hearings on
any statute in danger of being administered in a manner inconsistent with the letter and intent of the
law. In the past, state legislatures have used their oversight powers reluctantly, but there is a growing
trend among legislatures to affirm their independence of the executive branch by exercising more
authority over legislative mandates.

State legislatures also often have legislative review authority over executive branch regulations.
Thirty-six states retain some mechanism to review regulations. Whereai law sets forth the action,
rules or regulations explain how the public can expect.to relate to the law. Congress and state
legislatures occasionally accuse the executive branch of exceeding its powers and "making law" by
writing regulations which stray too far from the legislation. In fact, legislation is sometimes
intentionally vague for political reasons. If all relationships were detailed and clarified, the law
might not have satisfied all parties as a good "compromise" piece of legislation. Becauselaws are
often vague, and require executive branch clarification, various state administrative department
officials and board members can have tremendous impact on the way a law finally relates to the public.

The State Executive Branch

All states have at least one agency that is responsible for parks and/or recreation. This agency's title
varies from state to state. Some states have advisory boards. Others havenone. Advisory boards,
almost without exception, are appointed by the Governor and may or may not be ratified by the Senate.

The state executive branch is responsble for administration of the state park system in most states.
In some states this role has expanded, and offices of recreation have been established for the purpose of
working with other state agencies to provide services to county and municipalagencies, and to provide
technical and research assistance. Other states have attempted to address public demand and
pressures for increased revenue through innovation, such as the establishment of resorts, lodges, and
meeting facilities as integral parts of the park system. New York state has establisheda center for
recreation and sport research. The emphasis at the state level, however, remains upon conservation,
preservation, and interpretation.

The executive branch has control over state allocated fundsas well as the state portion of the Land
and Water Conservation Fund. States administer funds using a variety of formulas.

Local Role

Local political systems vary even more than state systems. The U.S. Constitution's Tenth Amendment
says that all powers not conferred on the federal government are "reserved" to the states. No mention is
made of local governing units which exist by authority of the states. Except for those who live in
unincorporated rural areas, most people live under the jurisdiction of botha municipal and a county
government. The several forms local government may take-counties, towns, townships, cities, villages-
vary considerably from state to state.

Counties

Traditionally, counties have been larger, often rural political subdivisions. Governed by a board of
supervisors or commissioners which often serves as both the legislative and the executive branch, the

Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation 15
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county may be run by an elected or board appointed administrator. When elected by the people, the
county executive assumes the function of the executive branch.

Counties play a major role in the provision of close to home outdoor recreation resources. Most often
county park systems are seen as the intermediate system between the highly developed city parks and
the less developed state parks. Dependent upon nearness to urban areas, county systems provide high-
use urban park areas to remote, wilderness type settings. The emphasis is upon resources and instead of
programs. In recent years the move towards more recreation programming and interpretation has
increased, especially for those counties in close proximity to urban areas.

Municipalities

All municipal governments are elected by the people. The provision of recreation and parks is seen as
one of the primary duties of these local governments. The level and type of service varies from
community to community and is often based on size of the municipality.

Recreation and park departments, whether combined or separate, take two basic forms. Some are
organized as part of the municipal government and are included in the municipal budget. Others are
organized as separate districts with taxing power. The latter is most common in Illinois and in parts of
California. Another form beginning to emerge in some areas of the nation, most notably California,
contracts with private firms to provide recreation opportunities and to maintain park resources.

Influencing Public Policy

To imluence public policy, find out which governmental or administrative unit has responsibility for
policy decisions, such as a state recreation and park fund allocation decision. The state legislature
either establishes the decision making process for the fund or they give that authority to the state
natural resource agency, the state director, or to some other agency in state government. The policy can
be reflected in state law, in regulations, or in administrative policies. In general, the closer decision
making is to the people, the easier it is to influence decisions. In other words, it is probably easier to
affect the local city council than the state natural resource board. The closer the administrative unit is
to the voters, the easier it is for them to be heard. A decision maker whose job depends on the good will
of the voters is more likely to listen to them. An elected city council member is more likely to listen to
comments than an appointed recreation and park board member. By the same token, a county park
board which serves a larger region and is somewhat removed from the local governing unit, is likely to
be less responsive than a local recreation and park board.

Advisory Boards
Another mechanism for voicing public opinion and concern about public policies is the advisory board.
Many state, district, county,and municipal governing units have advisory boards, or ad hoc boards that
hear public opinion on a particular issue. Often state or federal laws require public input through such
a process. Sometimes membership is mandated by legislation or administrative rules. Designated
membership ensures that both primary and secondary consumers of a service are a part of the decision
making.

In general, advisory boards have no direct decision making power, and they sometimes present the
illusion of public input, while other politically expedient decisions are made. Just as often, they can
forcefully influence decision making and win their points. The political see-saw doesn't always move
in predictable rhythms. What often counts in such potential political conflicts is the unity and respect
of board members. When their recommendations are taken seriously, they provide an additional
mechanism for public input which should not be ignored.

Recreation and Park Funding

Public funding is a reflection of public values, and hence of public policy. It expresses where the public,
through government officials, chooses to put their money. Public recreation and parks are financed

Impacting on Recreation and Park Legislation
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with public dollars, and decisions about how and where these dollars are spent have always been
controversial.

Although sufficient money does not guarantee a quality recreation and park system and services, it
is hard to have good resources without money. In the past, public recreation and parks have been
financed almost exclusively by local property taxes. More recently, however, public recreation and
parks have had to be much more creative to secure adequate funding. Most departments depend
heavily on revenues generated through their program and facility offerings to offset the cost of
operations. Alternative funding sources are becoming more commonplace as municipal agenciesattempt
to overcame restricted growth or declining budgets.

Recent Trends

Just as states were beginning in the early to mid 1980s to search for additional funding sources for their
many responsibilities, the pubic financial picture at all levels of government became bleak. A severe
recession decreased business and corporate taxes, caused layoffs, and subsequently decreased sales,
income, and property taxes. At the same time, the recession increased the need for public services and
direct financial assistance, such as food stamps, unemployment, and welfare payments.

As of 1984, the economy began to recover, albeit at different paces throughout the country. State
economies began to receive increased state revenues. Funding sources remained a major issue, but in a
recovering economy with record revenues states were less willing to increase taxes, in view of the
changes in the federal tax law that affected all Americans.

Funding for recreation and parks increased at the state and local level, but decreased under the
Reagan administration at the federal level. The Land and Water Conservation fund went from a high
of $390 million in 1977, of which $175.5 million went to state and local governments, to $202 million in
1989, of which only $20 million was allocated for state assistance. The Urban Park and Recreation
Recovery Act, initiated with high hopes under the Carter administration, was reduced to zero funding
during the Reagan years.

The Changing Federal Role

Since Franklin Roosevelt's administration the federal government has played an increasing role in
domestic programs. Federal program growth was spurred by certain "categories" of issuesperceived as
needing national assistance. This stronger federal role emerged because of

issues which crossed state lines;
failure to serve certain groups of people;
disproportionate concentrations of poor people in certain states and urban areas.

In addition to an increase in federal domestic programs, the 1960s and 1970s ushered in a new twist
in funding dispersal. A direct line from federal to local governments or special districts was created.
Federal ft nds often flow directly to a nonprofit agency or local goverment that administers a program,
bypassinu the state government entirely. As more regulations or "strings" were tied to federal funds,
states began to feel a loss of power and control. They resented what some referred to as federal fiscal
blackmail.

The 1980s brought the introduction of "New Federalism," and a professed desire on the part of
President Reagan "to provide for greater authority and responsibility in the states, counties,and towns
to return government to those closest to the people most affected."
President Reagan's March, 1980 budget request (for FY1981), proposed the following policy shifts:

consolidation of 90 categorical programs into five block grants to the states;
6 transfer of some authority from the federal government to the state;

reduction in federal regulations and "strings" attached to federal funds; and
across-the-board reduction of funds by 25 percent.

Congress responded by modifying and partially granting Reagan's request.
In reality, new federalism initiated elimination or major reductions of whole programs on which

state and local governments had come to depend. Federal Revenue Sharing returned $4 billion to local
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government when it was eliminated in 1986. The Urban Development Action grants, trimmed in 1988,
provided $675 million when they peaked. Almost $1 billion has been trimmed from the Community
Development Block Grant program in 8 years. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) grants have been
cut by more than half (from $4.9 billion in 1980 to $2.3 billion, in 1988). In addition, the 1986 Tax Reform
Act provisions severely limited local governments' access to capital markets. In 1987, the first full year
after the Tax Reform Act, the National League of Cities (NLC) reported there was a 34 % reduction in
municipal bond issuance. Nearly 45 % of the cities surveyed by the NLC reported they had to reduce
their capital budgets because of law changes. Losses of these programs proved traumatic for many
recreation and park agencies. Increased regulations without appropriate funding continued to come from
the federal level.

Issues for the 1990s

Because public funding is one of the most important ways to demonstrate public priorities, the
recreation and park priorities of the 1990s will be reflected in how and where public money is used. The
issues facing recreation and parks in the 1990s vary from region of the country to level of government. At
the federal level, elimination of the-Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service in the early 1980s
was a severe set back for all levels of government. It signaled a step back from the forefront of
leadership by the federal government. The elimination or virtual elimination of many supporting
funds from the federal level placed increased stress on state, county, and local governments at a time
when revenues were declining. The President's Commission on American's Outdoors, established by
Presidential Proclamation in 1985, was one of the bright spots for recreation and parks in the 1980s. The
final report was delivered to President Reagan in January 1987. The report has stirred much debate in
and out of the administration.

The American public has witnessed a profound change in the way all governments do business
during the 1980s. The trend to conservatism could continue into the 1990s. New federalism might
continue under the post-Reagan years or perhaps a Democratically controlled congress will assert itself
and make a new agenda for America. Several issues face all levels of government during the 1990s.

Financing Recreation and Parks

As indicated, the federal commitment to providing funds and resources to state and local governments
has declined significantly. As John Herbers, in Governing States and Localities stated of the Reagan
era, "Although the states and localities have emerged from the Reagan era strengthened, more
independent and as the source of innovations, the pressures under which they operate may well be more
severe and numerous than those of the past 8 years." 2 Sources of state and local funding must increase
significantly in the next decade. Local and state leaders must find new methods to finance recreation
and parks. Methods must be irtaovative but must not place additional burdens upon revolt minded tax
payers. If states and localities persist in relying on property and income taxes for recreation and parks
funding, there will be little or no growth. Local leaders must work with state legislatures to change tax
and finance laws to ensure greater opportunities for funding at the local level. States must persist in
seeking titernative funding for the recreation, park, and conservation responsibilities.

Environment

In the late 1960s and the 1970s environment issues that received much attention. Rachel Carson's Silent
Spring helped awaken a nation to environmental concerns of the environment and ecology. Congress
passed a host of legislation dealing with the environment. Some of the legislation dealt with clean
air, water pollution, toxic waste, noise abatement and so forth. In the 1980s environmental concerns fell

2Herbers, John. 'For Captives of Federalism, Ifs Not Going to Get Better Soon " Governing States and Localities, 2 (3)
December, 1988,9.
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out of the spotlight they had enjoyed in earlier decades. Problems did not go away, but a national
concern about the economy, budget deficits, and trade imbalance gained greater national concern from
many. Monies, legislation, and enforcement declined during this period. As the 1980s drew to a dose
there appeared to be a renewed interest in the environment. The Naisbitt Group (Megatrends) has
suggested two trends for the 21st century. The first is a "move from competition to cooperation," and the
second is "from complacency to competency." Both of these could improve opportunities for greater
environmental concerns" during the 1990s. The Issues Management Association, in 1987, suggested that
increased awareness over the next 5 years would be directed toward environmental concerns pertaining
to health, safety, and particularly air and water pollution.

The recreation and parks profession has long been a leader in the conservation and environmental
movement. That leadership must continue into the nineties. In 1971, William E. Brown, in Islands of
Hope. stated, 'The recreation and park profession is better informed on environmental matters than the
general publicthis is our business; it is idealistically motivated to preserve, to fight for the
betterment of the environment and the quality of human life..."3

Increasing Demand for Recreation

The 1986 report by the President's Commission on American's Outdoors highlights the growing demand
for recreation at all levels of government. The report identified 3 major trends directly related to
recreation and parks: 1) a slowing of the growth of participation in outdoor recreation; 2) a trend
towards more physical active participation; and 3) a growing diversification of outdoor recreation
activities in which the public participates.

Marion Clawson wrote that the decline in participant growth cannot be seen as a sign of balance
betweeit demand and opportunity. Demand is complicated by increasing interest in activities thatare
close to home in parks that are already perceived as crowded .4 The 1986 report suggested that if
demand is to be met additional facilities and resources need to be acquired and/or developed. A key
proposal was the creation of a permanent, annual $1 billion fund available to all levels ofgovernment.

President's Commission on Americans Outdoors

The President's Commission on Americans Outdoors (PCAO) reported a number of findings. Two work
groups were particularly important in identifying trends at a national level. One group, representing
many different parts of society, addressed strategic planning for outdoor recreation. A series of
strategic planning sessions was held between November 1985, and July 1986, in eight different locations
throughout the United States. The sessions culminated in a report of 10 trends:

Changing social and demographic composition. American society is aging, increasing its
ethnic mix and its education level, changing its work patterns and creatingnew centers of
population.
Flt_js,NapigsQz. Travel and tourism, and recreation activities
dependent on energy, will continually be faced by uncertainties based upon day-by-day
changes in world market and political conditions.
Technological innovations. New products and new ways of doing work greatly increase the
choices for using leisure time, but can also change demands on recreation providers.
Shifts in political power closer to the people. State and local governments have shown
initiatives in problem solving and assuming responsibilities while the Federal government
has been reducing its regulatory and financial assistance roles.

3Brown, Morn E., Islands of HODO, National Recreation and Park Association, Arlington, VA, 1971, 194 p.

the President's Commission on American's Outdoors, 'Report on Outdoor Recreation Demand: An Overview,'
Working Paoerg, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 'Printing Office, 1986.
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Increased accountability of institutions, and leaders, People are participating in public
processes to plan programs and formulate policies, and private institutions are being required
to make available more information on products and plans.
Concerns for the environment. Public interest and involvement in environmental protection
issues remain high, with more emphasis now being placed on threats to personal
environmental health and safety than on threats to nature.
Creation of innovative partnerships. Coo, .!rative efforts between and among public and
private sectors are developing to more efficiently meet public demand for recreation and
other services and opportunities.
Shifts in economic strengths and weaknesses. The evolving global economy and its consequent
impacts on a domestic shift from manufacturing to a service and information orientation
causes changes in time and money available for recreation.
Recreation and leisure changes. Development of new equipment, changes in lifestyles, and
the variability of the leisure fashion of the moment, place strong pressures on the ability of
providers to respond to changing demands.
Changes in transportation systems. Near completion of the interstate highway system,
deregulation of airline and bus travel, and downsizing of the automobile are altering how,
when, and where citizens travel for pleasure§

At the conclusion of the strategic planning process a capstone session was held to evaluate all input and
to assess trends from sessions as well as the initial session reported above. The 10 trends from this group
show some similarities, but have a greater emphasis upon recreation and parks issues.

Resource protection
Conflicting uses of recreaticn lands
Funding operations and maintenance
Access (social or physical)
Roles and relationships
Benefits of recreation
Acquisition of open space
Liability
Alternate funding sources
Public education6

A National Conference on Recreation and the American City was held in Baltimore, Maryland in
May 1986. The conference focused on urban recreation and park concerns and issued six recommendations.

Perceived differences between urban and nonurban recreation resources and public values
should be minimized.
A more adequate level of capital funding for acquiring, developing, and rehabilitating public
recreation resources and facilities is imperative if existing resources are to be protected, future
recreation space reserved now, and special natural or cultural sites preserved.
Increased recognition political, social and ecologicalof recreation values and land and
water needs is imperative if recreation resource goals, plans, and protection strategies are to
be implemented and sustained.
Present research and technical communication processes are inadequate. "Clearinghouse"
functionsdata collection, and disseminate m management, technology sharing, opportunity
for civic and professional contact, and researchare critical to more efficient public services,
resource protection, and general support for recreation and park objectives.
More effective interagency and intergovernmental cooperation is essential to enhance public
and private recreation opportunities and should be pursued at all levels.

5President's Commission on American's Outdoors, 'Summary of Strategic Planning Sessions,:'Workirig Papers,
December, 1986
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Civic activists, professional recreation and park managers, planners, and others must be more
aware of and responsive to rapk demographic, social, and economic change.?

Infrastructure

America's infrastructure, at all levels, is in serious shape. Congresses' Joint Economic Committee reports
that the price tax for infrastructure work needed in the next 15 years is around $1 trillion. The
National Council on Public Works ImproveMent, a congressional appointed council, called for a 100%
increase in infrastructure capital investment. Part of the problem is_that in many cities major public
structures were built all at once, and are wearing out at the same time. Local and state agencies are not
alone in suffering from infrastructure problems. A Government Accounting Office report suggested the
National Park Service would experience $1.9 billion in maintenance shortfall. In a 1987 study
sponsored by the International City Managers Association, 43% of the respondents indicated their
recreation and park infrastructure was-in need of repair or, that they planned expansion in the near
future.8

The way these issues are addressedin the 1990s will have an impact on recreation and park funding
at all levels. Lance Simmons, the Conference of Mayors' assistant executive director for legislative
affairs said, "In the past 8 years we have seen a significant shift back to local governments that don't
have adequate resources to do everything. When it comes to choices between human capital and
physical capital, the most compassionate, most reasonable avenue is toward human capital, not to say
that physical capital and federal investment are not crucial and important, but: human capital comes
first.:9 The President's Commission on Americans Outdoors recommended that local, state, and federal
officials plan and budget for systematic renovation and replacement of existing facilities.

Social Struci...re Problems

AIDS, the homeless, the graying of the American population are issues that have changed the nature
of the family considerably over the past 10 years. The traditional nuclear family is rapidly giving
way to the single parent family. In many urban areas the single parent family outnumbers the
traditional nuclear family. This is especially the case among those who receive welfare. As more and
more women enter the work force, the need for quality daycare increases. During the 1990s, recreation
and park professionals must address these issues and other social problems. A 1P76 Canadian study
suggested that by 1995, recreation departments would be renamed departments of human services. This
is already happening in some communities in the United States. As recreation and park professionals
adjust to meet these changing social conditions they will need to rethink the way departments are run,
and the types of services they provide. Some issues of concern are:

The way services are to be provided to a graying population.
The most effective delivery patterns for meeting the diverse social needs of communities.
The types of efforts that are being made to meet the needs of special populations.
The way the changing family is addressed in programs and services.
The way values that support wise use of leisure are being assessed or applied in the provision
of services and facilities to a changing population.

7President's Commission on American's Outdoors, 'National Conference on Recreation and the American City,'
Working Pacers, December, 19'2)

8IntematIon al City Managers Association, 1988 -lhelylunigjggamtgak, Washington, D.C., 459 p.

Nmerican City and County Survey on infrastructure Needs,' American City and County. November, 1988, 33-36.
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Funding Issues for the Future

Land and Water Conservation Fund

The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF), an outgrowth of the Outdoor Recreation Resources
Review Commission report, was initiated in 1964 under the Johnson administration. It is a trust fund
drawing from revenues from the sale of oil leases from the outer continental shelf. As of 1988, the fund
contained almost $6 billion.

The LWCF has been a captive of political process since its inception. During the 1960s and early
1970s when funding was high (sometimes higher than anticipated), there was little complaint about
the program. All levels of government benefited from the fund. Beginning with the Carter
administration and continuing into the Reagan administration, the fund fell on hard times. Inflation
and deficit reduction were reasons forwarded for proposing low or no funding. Congress has maintained
funding at a low level.

Whereas the fund initially benefited all levels of government, in recent years the bulk of the
funding has gone to federal recreation and park agencies for land acquisition. For example, in 1989, $202
million was appropriated, of which only $20 million was available to the 50 states to share. Funding
has been reduced 91% since a 1977 high of $175 million was made available to the states.

The call has been, and will continue to be, to establish a trust from which LWCF monies would be
drawn. Establishment of a trust would conceivably take the appropriadon process away from congress
and insure a consistent level of funding available to various levels of government.
On the negative side, opponents to such legislation suggest that the $6 billion dollar reserve does not
really exist. The money has been spent and the fund exists merely as an accounting code. To establish a
fund with no congressional oversight would 1) increase the already record deficit, and 2) would not
address the issue of maintenance of existing lands, but only acquisition of new federal lands. Regardless
of what type of legislation affecting the LWCF is forthcoming during the 1990s, it is almost certain
that some legislation will be enacted. Its impact upon recreation and parks could be significant.

State and Local Sources of Funds

In the 1980s, state and local level governments had to be more innovative than at any time in history in
order to meet the needs of recreation and park systems. Governments have sought new ways to raise
revenues. State and local agencies have made marketing an essential element of the revenue plan.
States and some local governments market heavily for the tourist trade in an effort to increase state
revenue.

Competition /Cooperation with the Private Sector
At the heart of this issue is the question of who has responsibility for what. Traditional patterns for
provision of recreation and park services changed following the taxpayer revolt of the late 1970s and
early 1980s. Some communities went partially or entirely to private industry to provide recreation
services and maintenance of facilities. Former Secretary of the Interior, Donald Hodel, called for the
elimination of 2000 positions within the Department of the Interior and their replacement with
private contractors.

A recent study of municipalities reported that 18% of the respondents currently contracted out for
recreation and park services, either wholly or partially, and that 10%contracted their facilities to
private management. The study also reported that 21% Elan to contract services and 12% to contract
facilities to private management in the next two years.lu

The traditional role of recreation has been confused as the private sector has moved into recreation
and fitness. Competition between the private and public sector has been good and bad. In some cases

Mintemational City Managers Association. 1988 - The Municipal Yearbook. Washington, D.C., 459 p.
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competition has given way to cooperation. PCAO recommended that communities develop strong,
public-private partnerships with neighborhood and non-profit groups to improve recreation services,
committing more time, money and patience to cooperative ventures among public agencies andbetween
the public and private sectors.

Roles

Recent political and economic changes and future trends will shape recreation and parks. Institutional
changes will determine how the roles of recreation and parks are perceived in society. Recreation and
park professional, board members,and concerned citizens must fit into a changing pattern. The future of
recreation and parks in the government sector must be determined Professionals must define roles for
themselves as they a, 7e their own futures.

The decentralization of the public policy making process means that more and more decisions are
being made at state and local levels. Recreation and park professionals arid board members have a
greater chance of making their voices heard than ever before.
To influence decisions, learn the players and the rules in the political game.

Find out who is responsible for making a decision.
Discover what processes they intend to use to make the decisions.
Learn which mechanisms are available for public input.
Find out what sort of time line the decision makers are working under.
Discover who else needs to give approval.
Find out when will the decision will go into effect.

Because each state is different, there is no single blueprint for action. The problems of each state
must be addressed individually. Persistence, curiosity and commitment are important. Continue to
question the way decisions are made and the way government works. Be curious about what motivates
' .vision makers. A belief that recreation and parks can and must be a part of the national agenda for
the future can maintain momentum through disappointments faced on the way to winning an important
game.

23
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Know the State Legislature

Diverse levels of recreation and park agencies within a state often make decision making a
fragmentary process. The state recreation and parks director has the opportunity to make some
decisions that affect local recreation and park agencies, county agencies, and most specifically, the
state ? gency. State legislatures, which authorize appropriations, create or modify law, and access
taxes, affect recreation and park agencies at all levels. State legislatures may choose to give up any
portion of their primary authority for making decisions to the state recreation and park agency, county,
or municipal agencies.

A Public Forum

The United States system of government is based largely on a conflict resolution model. Because ours is
a representative democracy which allows every adult a voice, many diverse opinions, attitudes, and
values are played out. Opinions vary about the latitude and power government should exercise in
public problems. While conflicts are sometimes resolved in the courts, more often they are resolved in
the legislatures which provide a mechanism for the open debate of public issues. Legislatures are a
forum in which conflict can be resolved and compromises made in a protected and regulated
environment. Safe and open forums for public controversy, legislatures make the business of government,
the business of the people open to public scrutiny. Many observers believe that providing a safe,
appropriate, and constructive mechanism for conflict resolution has helped ensure the longevity of our
system of government.

The federal government and its legislative branch, the United States Congress, is concerned with
global issues, such as foreign policy, defense, and interstate commerce, as well as domestic policy. By
contrast, state legislatures devote themselves primarily to internal domestic policy. Understandably,
the United States Congress is more complex and institutionalized in its structure and functions than are
state legislatures. The federal government requires a full time Congress and full 'me support staff.
Because state legislatures meet less frequently, state legislators are usually part-time and have other
careers and limited staff.

Characteristics of State Legislatures

State legislatures are as different as they are alike. Each sta.e has unique laws, procedures, values,
and traditilns which undergird its legislature. There are some similarities, and when viewed
together, state legislatures take on some general characteristics which can prove useful. Keep in mind
that all characteristics may not apply to each state in each instance (Figure 3.1 shows specific
information for each state).

it
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All states except Nebraska have bicameral legislatures. Bicameral legislatures are Llodeled on
the English parliamentary system of government, and consist of two houses, an upper house called the
senate, and a lower house called the house of representatives. In some states, the state legislature is
called the general assembly or legislative assembly. Senators usually serve 4 years and
representatives usually serve for 2 years.

Legislators, like Congressmen, are elected from geographic political districts. In the early days of
our country, state political districts were nothing more than communities or neighborhoods. Population
numbers were not a consideration. Today, stringent laws and guidelines define political boundaries.
Regular provisions for redistricting ensure the "one man, one vote" concept and prevent illegal
gerrymandering.

Population generally governs the geographic boundaries of a political district. Most states have
single member districts in which one members is elected from each district. Some states have
multimember districts which elect more than one legislator per district.

State legislatures have traditionally met biennially, or once every 2 years, although the recent
trend is to meet annually. More legislatures are meeting in off years in either regular, budgetary,
special, or work sessions than they have in the past. Forty-three states now meet annually. So-called
special sessions may be convened either by the legislature or the governor, depending on the state
constitution and statutes. Most special sessions must be called to deal with a specific topic. Discussion
of other items during this time is prohibited.

Other trends apparent in state legislaftzieS include the elevelopment and expansion of professional
staff, the reform of legislative rulwr and procedures, the expansion of legislative budget review
capacity, and the development of statutes on ethics, campaign finance, disclosure, and conflict of
interest.
Most states limit the length of their legislative sessions by statute or constitution. The typical state
legislature meets from January through May or ,-tme. Some meet into the summer, cm ..old frequent
special sessions. Less than six meet year round. The state legislative season, which is usually in
'Winter, is an agrarian society holdover. Early farmer-legislators came to the capitol after the harvest
and Christmas holidays and concluded business in time to return home fol spring planting.

Legislative Leadership

In all states except Nebraska, the presiding officer in the lower house is the speaker of the house,
chosen by and from the majority party on a vote of the whole house. In the senate, the pre; iir,g off:reer
is the president or president pro tem. Some states designate the lieutenant governor as the Lfficial
president of the senate, and where this occurs, the majority party elects a president pro tem to :erve in
his absence.

As in the United States Congress, decisions are made through a committee structure in state
legislatures. All legislatures have a statutory set of standing committees which deal with special
problems or categories of issues. Legislators usually serve on three or more committees. Typical of the
10-30 standing committees in each house are agrictilture, education, energy and natural resources,
commerce, health and welfare, local government, government operations, transportation, rules, labor,
judiciary, housing, appropriations and finance. The importance of a particular topic to the state
determines whether or not it is designated as a standing committee. Some states may combine
agriculture and natural resource, or education, health and welfare, while others have separate
standing corranittees'for each of these areas. Rules committees generally determine procedural rules for
the senate and house. 'In some states they have the power to determine the way and in what manner a
bill is considered, and who may speak to it on the floor.

The primary shaping of legislation occurs in committees, on the floor. Legislatures have also
become more active between sessions in the interim period. Often, this is the time ?inn more in-depth
studies are carried out and legislation is drafted by support staff.

Appropriations committees designate how much money will go to a particular program, usually
bienrially. Some states also have budget committees and/or finance committees which may set limits
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on total'appropriations, evaluate income sources (taxation and revenue), or concern themselves more
with the state's financial well-being than with specific program appropriations.

Most states have committees that include recreation and park issues as part of their concerns. The
committees have a variety of names, such as the natural resources committee. Other committees that
receive recreation and park issues are ways and means, local government, agriculture, and energy.

During the course of a biennium, a state legislature, like Congress, may introduce a large number of
bills, but may. Tass very few of them. During the 1984-1985 legislative session, for example, almost
200,000 bills were introduced nation wide. Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming each had less than 1,000 bills
introduced while New York had in excess of 3,300 bills introduced. Ohio enacted less than 200 bills and
California enacted over 3,000 bills. Twenty-five states allow bills introduced in the first year of a
biennium to be carried into the second year. This amounts to an average of 50,000 bills.

Characteristics of State Legislators

Just as each state is different, so too is every state legislator. A composite portrait can be a useful
frame of reference by which to know a legislator better. The state constitution lists minimum
qualifications for state legislators, relative to age, citizenship, and residence. By occupation, lawyers,
businessmen, full time legislators,and agricultural occupations are the most common reported in state
legislatures. Women comprise only a little more than 15% of the legislators. Although there are more
men than women legislators, women are more heavily represented in the western states and New
England. Many legislators were either born in, orhave lived for many years in their legislati7e
districts. More than three-fourth of them have had some college education, and they tend to mirror the
major religious preference of the district they represent.

Currently there are 7,461 state legislators nationwide 5,466 in the house, and 1,995 in the senate.
The average state has 40 state senators and 109 representatives in the house. New Hampshire has the
largest number of representatives with 400 house members, and Minnesota has the largest number of
senators with 67. Alaska ranks the lowest with 40 senators and 40 representatives.
Fifty-nine percent of all state senators belong to the Democratic party. Thirty-eight percent belong to
the Republican party. Three percent belong to other parties. In the house, 60% of the members are
Democrats, and 40% are Republican. Some states, such as Alabama, Arkansas, and Mississippi, which
virtually have a one party system, often play out conflicts within party factions instead of between
two parties.11

Legislator--A Moonlight Career

Unlike-congressmen, state legislators tend to view their work as - part-time job, as the legislature is in
session only part of the year. Most 3tate legislatures have staff lawyers to assist with the technical
work of drafting bills, as well as some form of legislative reference service. California legislators enjoy
complete office facilities and staffs, including lawyers and secretaries, while some states offer neither
offices nor permanent staffs, preferring to hire temporary employees and house legislators in hotels
when the legislature is in session.

Compared with Congress, state legislatures have met less, been paid less, concerned themselves
with a much narrower agenda, maintained smaller staffs, and maintained more modest office space (or
none at all) for their members. While this is still true today, the complexities of state government, the
new emphasis on federalism, and the need to act as competent and efficient receivers of federal funds
have pressured state governments to diversify and grow. The trend in state legislatures is to increase
staff, office space, salaries, length of legislative session, and number of special and working sessions. In
some very real ways, the job of governing domestic programs is increasingly shifting to the states.

liThe Council of State Governments, The Book of the_States. 1989-90. Volume 27, Lexington, KY, 523 p.
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Salaries

Salaries for legislators have grown in recent years in some states, although the salary range among
states is very great. Of the 38 states which pay their legislator on an annual basis the average salary
for a state legislator is $18,758.

Five states compensated their legislators more than $40,000 per year. New York pays the highest
at $43,000, A few states pay their legislators for each day the legislature is in session, or by some
system other than an annual salary. Additionally, legislators, in all but six states, receive per diem
and/or are compensated for travel, office expenses, retirement, and medical benefits. These benefits
vary widely.

The salary range among state legislators is wide, and their tasks and duties vary enormously as
well. Illogical enough, however, there is probably not a direct correlation nationwide between number
of legislative days worked and salary. Forty-one states have removed salaries from constitutional
restrictions. In nine states salaries are still set in the constitution.
State legislatures are also characterized hy high turnover, higher at the state than at the federal
level. The average turnover rate in state senates in 1986-87 was 20%, the average turnover rate in the
house was 23%. The high turnover rate has been attributed, among other things, to low pay, the part-
time nature of the job, and the length of time between biennial meetings. Some observers feel that some
state legislators serve their term and then return to their own professions. Legislators who are
motivated use the state legislature as a stepping stone, and move on to follow higher political
aspirations.

One observer of state legislators studied the recruitment of freshmen legislators in Connecticut, and
later interviewed them. On the basis of this data, he was able to group them into four broad categories:
as spectators, who watch what goes on; as advertisers, who participate for public relations purposes;
as reluctants, who have been drafted by the party; and as lawmakers, who are interested in mastering
the legislative process and passing legislation. A legislator may fit into any one or none of these
categories. To be effective in influencing public policy, know what forces move the legislator who
handles each important issue.

How a Bill Becomes a Law

Passing legislation on the state level is similar to federal law process. Although each state has
individual idiosyncrasies, the basic elements are similar. There are at least nine general steps common
to most states (Figure 3.1).

Introduction

Although all bills must be introduced by a legislator, the idea for a bill can come from anyone. In a
state with a strong executive, the governor can frame a piece of legislation. On the state level, as on
the national level, special interest groups often draw up bills they they want their legislators to
introduce. In states which have comparatively small staffs, this reduces the burden on the legislator
and ensures that the interest group gets exactly what it wants, at least at the beginning of the
legislative process.

How well a bill does in the legislature often depends on its sponsors. In general, the more
prestigious the sponsor, the more likelihood passage is. Sometimes a bill is cosponsored by two or more
representatives. Bills may be introduced in either house.

First Reading

Each bill is given three readings, a tradition historically based in the philosophy of open government.
Originally, each bill was given three readings so that all legislators (even those who could not read)
would know the contents of the bill, keeping the public's business public. It also allowed ample time for
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c.
Figure 33 How a Bill Becomes a Law
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legislators to prepare their arguments before considering the bill in committee. Today, bills are not
always "read" out loud, but may be considered on three different occasions, or the title may be reada
hold over from the old readings.

The Bill is Placed in Committee

After the bill has been introduced, it is printed and referred to a committee by the speaker of the house
or the president of the senate. In Congress, most of the, real work on a bill, debate, introduction of
amendments, and negotiating, goes on in the committees. In the states, however, more attention is given
to floor work, as committees are less structured. Whereas the congressional committee chair is usually
responsible for guiding the bill through the committee and onto the floor, in the states, the bill's
sponsor or patron monitors and pushes the bill through.

Bemuse state legislatures are in session part-time, and because they focus on floor action rather
than committees, the power of political parties is strengthened. The relative smallness of their
districts encourages state legislators to be parochial in their interests. They may often barter for votes
on legislation which benefits their district, and pledge their votes on a bill that is irrelevant to their
constituents. This vote-trading is often done in party legislative caucuses. Unlike most committee
meetings which are open to the public, party caucuses limit the openness of the legislative process.
They also demonstrate how important constituent input is in legislative derision making.

Committee Consideration

The committee chair determines when the bill is called up, or considered by the committeewhich for
some bills is never. When a bill is called up, the committee may hear public testimony for or against
the bill. The conmidee may approve the bill as is, kill the bill by voting against it, change it by
offering amendments, refer the bill to a subcommittee, or take no action, which also kills the bill.

If the bill is approved, it is placed on the house calendar. Some states may have specific
procedures set down by the Rules Committee for placing bills on the calendar, and for determining
when, and how to structure debate. In states with less stringent requirements, the legislative leaders
usually decide the rules for debate.

Second Reading

On the bill's calendar date, the bill has its second reading. This is an important step. With this
reading the bill is brought to the floor and debated by the entire house membership which may offer
amendments or may kill the bill. Debate may be limited by the rule attached to the bill by the Rules
Committee and by the way the leaders choose to enforce the rules. This can often depend on how they
feel about the bill. Voting on the second reading is often by voice vote.

Third Reading

After the second reading, the bill is engrossed, or reprinted with amendments, and it appears on the
calendar for a third reading. Debate is often waived, and new amendments are usually passed by
unanimous consent. Then the final vote is taken, usually by roll call. If defeated at this stage, the bill
is dead. If passed, it is sent to the other house for consideration.

Second House Consideration

State consideration of the bill by the second house is much less structured than in Congress. If it is
referred to committee, it will take the same path as in the first house. In some states if no one presents
substantial opposition, the bill may not even be referred to committee, but go straight to the floor for
debate and amendment. If the bill passes in both houses in the same form, it goes to the governor for
signature.
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Conference Committee

If the bill passes with amendments which make it different from the version passed in the first house,
then the bill goes to a joint conference committee. The conference committee is comprised of members
from each house who try to work out a compromise agreeable to both houses. If agreement cannot be
reached, the bill cannot pass. If compromise is reached, the compromise version is returned to both
houses for final vote. If both houses pass the revised conference committee version, the bill passes the
legislature and goes to the governor for signature.

The Governor's Veto Power

A bill is not officially a law until it is signed by the governor. In all states except North Carolina, the
governor has the power to veto a bill passed by the state legislature. Although states have provided
for their legislatures to override the governor's veto, the problems inherent in reassembling part-time
legislatures, and compiling enough votes to override make the governor's veto powerful. The governors,
like the President, can also use a pocket veto, which means that the bill dies because thegovernor
simply does not sign it. Unlike a regular veto, the governor does not have to take a specific negative
action to kill the bill in a pocket veto, but can simply take no action.

Unlike the President, some governors have a third option called an item veto. An item vetomeans
that the governor can veto a particular item, usually in an appropriations bill, without vetoing the
entire bill. Item vetos are an attempt by the governors to control the influence of special interest groups
on the legislature.

Registration of Lobbyists

Although the First Amendment to the Constitution guarantees "the right of the people . . . to petition
the government for a redress of grievances," Congress and the states place some restrictionson lobbying
activities and require disclosure of certain information. Associations considering this type of activity
need to be aware of legal ramifications. Before lobbying directly, contact the state lobbying
registration office for specific information.

Federal requirements relating to lobbying activities fall under income tax laws and lobbying
registration laws. Compliance with income tax laws attracts most concern as failure to comply can be
costly. The IRS code categorizes individual membership organizations, and the like. Most state
associations fall under section 501(c) (3)Religious, charitable, scientific, literary, educational, testing
for public safety, fostering national or international amateur sports competition, and prevention of
cruelty to children and animals organizations.

Most membership associations with goals of professional development and continuing education
fall within the education category. Education, in this case refers to "instruction of the individual and
the community." Although this definition comes dose to popular understandings of lobbying, advocacy
of a particular position is generally allowed as long as a "full and fair exposition of the pertinent facts"
is presented.

Organizations which "contact, or urge the public to contact members of a legislative body for
purposes of proposing, supporting, or opposing legislationor advocate the aaoption or rejection of
legislation" are said to engage in legislative activity. There also exists an apparent distinction
between activities designed to "persuade" and activities designed to "educate" with only the former
being considered lobbying activity.

The IRS 501(c) (3) rules state that "no substantial part" of these organizations' activities may
consist of "carrying propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation." "Substantial part"
has been varlously defined by IRS audit guidelines and case law as anything from 5% to 20%.
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States

In addition to federal IRS laws, states have additional requirements for lobbyists. In ger....4.al, public
education and professional opinion or testimony is not considered to be lobbying but each state's laws
should be checked if substantial lobbying activities are planned. Often, lobbying requires only annual
registration and quarterly financial disclosure statements to ensure that lobbying is not one of the
organization's principle activities. Registration, then, may well be an appropriate move for an
association.

Every state has different laws regarding registration, but 33 states make an exception for persons
who speak only before committees or boards. Thirty-nine make exceptions for public officials acting in
an official capacity; 16 make exception for any persons with professional knowledge acting as a
professional witness. These exceptions could constitute all the lobbying an organization plans to do.
In terms of defining who is a lobbyist on the state level the following definitions are the most common:

43 states: Anyone who receives compensation_to influence legislative action.
23 states: Anyone who spends money to influence legislation.
19 states: Anyone t: ho represents someone else's interests.
7 states: Any executive branch employee who attempts to influence legislation.

(Note: SourceCouncil of State Governments, Book of States, 1988-89)
To register as a lobbyist, contact the secretary of state, clerk of the house, ethics commission or state
legislative council. State procedures, like definitions vary.

Members of an association who plan a large, substantial legislative campaign or lobbying effort,
have another alternative. They can form a separate organization specifically for lobbying purposes, a
"friends of organization. While this may not be legally necessary, an organization may prefer to
clearly distinguish between strictly professional and advocacy activities. Such a move could also
broaden a political base by including parents and other supporters.

31
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4

Planning Legislative Action

Playing the political game

Planning legislative action is much like planning anything else. To be effective:
Establish a clear goal.
Decide the steps to be taken to accomplish the goal.
Make an action plan with deadlines.
Evaluate resources.
Act

Playing the political game is like playing any other game. To play, know the rules. The rules of
the legislative game are laws, regulations, and traditions that govern the election of legislators and
passage of legislation.

After learning the rules, develop a basic game plan. On offense or defense, sprint at the start, or
save energy for a strong finish. Each plan will differ with each new legislative game. Each team is
different. Teams develop new skills as they play, and more sophisticated game plans emerge with
each encounter.

Along with the game plan, develop a repertoire of plays as the game unfolds. If players are to
work together as a team, they all need to know the same plays and signal calls to avoid confusion and
embarrassment, or worse, a big loss. Planning ensures that everyone knows the plays needed to win the
big game.

Just as in a game, timing is important. No matter how much time is needed to study an issue or to
write testimony, the clock keeps ticking. An opponent may call time-out by tabling the bill in
committee when the time has come to take action.

There's no way to be absolutely ready for every movean opponent makes, but more practice and
preparation will mean a better the chance for success. Knowledge, a feel for the subtleties of the game,
and ultimately, expertise will improve with practice.

Remember to give opponents their due. Complete preparation does not absolutely guarantee success.
Obviously, there are no guarantees. Watching the strategies of worthy opponents and being part of the
legislative process at work can be exc;iing, and can be preparation for the next game.

Where Do Citizens Stand?

Each state and locality has different issues and problems. As more political decisions about recreation
and parks are made at the state and local level, the diversity of issues increases. No one can provide a
blueprint for action guaranteed to work in every situation. Because recreation and parks issues are as
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diverse as the states which house them, legislative problems must be examined individually, within
the context of each state's political realities.

Citizens who want to influence public policy must follow a plan designed to support the quirks and
intricacies of any state or local government. Learn to approach any problem, in an organized and
methodical way, choosing strategies and tactics that will work best. Plan and make a blueprint.

Organization

Organization is the key to any good game. Although a plan can be organized in may different ways,
here is one model (Figure 4.1) that has worked well for others. This model sets up a central Legislative
Action Committee to coordinate the components of a legislative campaign. The Committee plans,
organizes, communicates, and gives direction to the people involved.

The five components of a comprehensive legislative action plan are:
research
lobby
public relations
grass roots network
finance and resources.

Not every legislative action will require all five components, but a state-wide, comprehensive plan
needs to consider these functions to be thorough and effective.The Legislative Action Committee

The Legislative Action Committee

The function of the Legislative Action Committee is to manage the legislative lobbying campaign. The
committee plans legislative action strategies, organizes resources into a functioning and effective
lobbying force, coordinates and directs the action of the players, and facilities communication among
all participants. The committee can include the association president, public and legislative
committee chair, and the state public communications coordinator, or others as desired. Be careful not
to make the committee so large that it inhibits decision making. Timely action is the key to legislative
success.

Research

The Research Task Force is responsible for providing information for use by other task forces by
formulating arguments, providing data to support the legislative initiative, monitoring the
opposition's speeches and press clippings, and researching potential supporters. The research task force
might write a backgrounder that the Public Relations Task Force could use with the media. It might
research the local American Medical Association to determine their philosophical biases, and then
write a support statement about the legislation which the lobbyist could take to the AMA for
approval. Any support statement has a better chance of being signed and approved if it is already
written and if it is consistent with the established philosophy of the anticipated support group. The
task force might also prepare charts and graphs for the lobbyist to take to a public hearing. The
Research Task Force is comprised of behind the scenes people who provide the ammunition for other
task forces.

Lobby

The Lobby Task Force monitors proposed legislation's progress through the House and Senate, organizes
specific lobbying activities, and actually lobbies members of the legislature. Members are f..w, but
within easy, access to the capitol. They keep track of who is voting for and against the bill, the head
count; know where the bill is in the process, legislative tracking; monitor the opposition's progress and
arguments; and monitor the legislative leadership's position. The Lobby Task Force is responsible for
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feeding timely and accurate information to the rest of the committee to assure that the total efforts are
coordinated, strategically placed and timed. The task force knows when hearings are being held and
chooses the most appropriate people and positions to present testimony.

The task force needs to work closely with the Grass Roots Network so they can appropriately speak
to their legislators with the right message. Spending their time on the phone and at the capitol, they
Mow whose support is wavering, and who can be swayed. Task force members need to be committed,
hard working, dependable, and within close proximity to the capitol. Without good legislative
intelligence, the efforts of the whole group can be misdirected.

Functions of Legislative Action Committee Task Forces

Research Task Force
formulate agunents
provide support data
write support statements
montta opposition
research questicts drected
to the committee
research legislation

LEGISLATIVE

ACTION
COMMITTEE

Leliative Action Committee
develop legislative action pion
coordinate task face cylleties
priorittze strategy, tactics and legislative ()aeries
authorize expendtures
evaluate action pion

RESEARCH FINANCE

Finance Task Force
develop a budget fathe canmitiee
morita Income and evendtures
kind robing
:aloft h-kk,d senices or money
from capitation members, a
txisiness and eh& groups, etc.

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

MSc Relations Task Face
develop resource materki: fact sheets, boolicround.
etc.
direct at operations and contacts with the mods
develop m oda material. press releases, arrsounce-
monis. etc.
set up clipping serece, monitor press-pros and cons
orgarize speakers bureau
work with researchers and lobbyists to set up and gather
cMc °rap endorsements

LOBBY

J
LEGISLATIVE

NETWORK

Grass Roots Network Task Force
comminicate -write, cal, vitt, etc. - with representa-
tive mon request at home and at capitol
write letters to the edta foe bed papa s
spedc to lord aganizatices
gather endorsements from local grows
notify committee of cry significant load octMh/ related
to the Issue

o grantor press In locd papers: andr-rs local ptblc
response to the issue

Lobby Task Force
track legislative process
keep head card of legislators
drect aottettes of the legislative network
monitor legislative opposition; feed Information to
research and public relations
monitor heats° schectie: select witneses asd
testimony argunents
work oohs codlitors
coordinate legisiattve vhits and lobbying effats

Figure 4.1 Functions of Legislative Action Committee Task forces

Public Relations

.
The Public Relations Task Force directs all media activities for the legislative effort, and serves as the
primary conduit to the media. It generates information for the media, prepares press releases, arranges
television coverage, solicits radio time, recommends feature articles and prepares fact sheets. This
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task farce also monitors good bad press, and keeps in close contact with the head of the Lobby Task
Force. Members can notify the Grass Roots Network that letters to the editor are needed in a particular
area to counterbalance a newspaper's negative editorial stance. They can let the lobbyists know that
press about the issue is positive in a legislative opponent's district. Sending press clippings can be very
convincing. They can prepare endorsement statements based on intelligence from researchers. Their
main task is to take information from the Research. Task Force, and-interpret it to the public simply,
clearly, and intelligibly. They can also help the lobbyists prepare dean and easy to understand
testimony and fact sheets for distribution at hearings and press luncheons.

Grass Roots Network

For a Grass Roots Network to demonstrate full-strength political muscle, it should have at least one
person in each legislative district. In districts with several Grass Roots Networks, one person should
serve as the contact person, communicating to others by post card or by telephone network. Upon request,
each individual participating in the network should write telegrams, and call or visit a legislator who
has been targeted as a decision maker by the Legislative Action Committee..

Participants in the network need to understand the importance of their function. As constituents,
they demonstrate, to legislators that support comes from their own district), not just from state capitol
lobbyists. Networkers reinforce the message that the legislator has received from lobbyists and the
press, and notes the messages' pertinence to the legislator's constituency. No amount of lobbying at the
capitol can do what several well placed letters from constituents can do.

Communicating with the Grass Roots Network is essential for the success of the committee. Two
tools can provide the necessary communication to the legislative network. The first is a Legislative
Newsletter, which should be published by the Legislative Action Committee and made available to
the task forces on a regular basis (see figure #.#). Publication of the newsletter is based on actions by
the state legislature and Congress.

The second tool provides for quick responses to time-dated information. If, for example, a
legislative sub-committee reports a bill out that the Legislative Action Committee and needs an
immediate response, the use of a legislative hot-line can be critical to the success of the efforts. The
example provided in figure #.# is one method available for setting up a hot-line.

Keep networkers informed-about how the bill is progressing through the legislative process. Don't
call on them only when a letter is needed. Their participation is crucial to the success of the legislative
campaign. Active participating networkersparticularly important because they are the most
numerous and widely dispersed participants in the legislative campaignare essential for good
communication and timing. Plan for their involvement.

Legislative networkers are not only the conduit to the legislators from the districts, but they are
also the voice of the committee cn the local level. As local lobbyists, they WE be working hard to
encourage support for the legislation in their area and they need the tools to do the job. They need fact
sheets, press releases, and updates on the status of legislation. Make sure they have timely and
accurate information when they speak before a group. A speaker without documentation is not an
effective spokes person. Support local Iobbyists.Finance

Finance

The Finance Task Force is responsible for assessing the fiscal resources of the commi r and monitoring
expenditures. The finance committee can also raise money, solicit donations or in !-Jr.d contributions,
such as the use of facilities, copy machines, or technical assistance.

Planning

The first task of the Legislative Action Committee is to plan. Establish a game plan and start the
players in motion. Planning means making decisions about what must be done in a methodical way.
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Good planning keeps projects on track, assures unity of purpose, and helps the group to focus in times of
crisis. Plan work, and work the plan. Planning for legislative action is the same as planning for
anything else. Good planning means answering the who, what, why, when and how questions.

What

Name the goal to be accomplished. Make the goal a positive statement.

Steps to Good Planning

1. WHAT 2. WHY
3. BACK-
GROUND 4. WHO HOW5.

Establish
Ob;3ctive

Clarify
Values

Describe
Background

Identify
Target

Audience

Design
Strategy

Formulate
Tactics

Perform
Evaluation

Cultural
Economic
Competitive
Resources
Political

1. Organize tasks &
resources

2. Allocate resources
human
material
financial
donations (space,
goods. publicity. etc.)

3. Monitor plan

Figure 42 Steps to Good Planning

Why

Explain why the problem deserves the attention and resources set to be put behind it. Describewhy the
organization's values and priorities require this involvement. State reasons positively.

Background

Examine the problem more closely. Describe the way the issue come about. Name the political,
economic, and cultural forces that affect it. Background on the issue will help put the problem in a
larger context and define it more clearly. Background information helps in understanding the problem,
so that a solution can be planned.

Who

Identify a target audience. Identify the people who must be influenced. Persuade and lobby those
people.Find out who has jurisdiction over an issue. It may be the state legislative branch or the
executive branch. The favored bill may be stuck in a Senate subcommittee. The local school board or
the board of supervisors may make the final decision in a local issue. Find out who, if anyone, has
overt, indirect, or covert poWer in the matter. Seek a friend in power, someone to whom there is ready
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access. Know who will be the easiest to influence, as well as the most difficult. Be able to name the
decision makers and the people to whom they listen.

How

Evaluate the game plan. Use strategies that will reach a target audience. Be prepared to provide
basic education about an issue. Be able to alert them to dangers, convince them of benefits, or simply
overcome biases. Explore any personal interests or aversions to the issue. Find out if legislators listen
more to big business, their constituents, or perhaps school boards. Use systems that are available for
public input. Reach legislators informally Explore useful public relations tactics. Use personal or
professional contacts. All members can be resources.

Tactics

Identify tactics which will accomplish strategies. Use the Tools for the Media section for ideas.
Brainstorm. Create. Tactics are the plays that win the game. They are the heart of a legislative
action plan, and must be well chosen, organized, deadline oriented and tight.

Prioritize wad evaluate tactics in terms of their importance to the intended outcome, the human and
financial resources and effort which they require, and their chances for success. (Once again: who,
what, when, how!) Each tactic the Legislative Action Committee chooses is assigned to an
appropriate committee member, or task ,!..orce chair and given a timeline. Assign a member to respond to
a published statement with a letter to an editor. Other members must be provided with the postage for
a legislative mailing. Someone else must write a support statement. These efforts must reinforce each
other. The Legislative Action Committee formulates a plan that sets wheels in motion. A solid,
thorough, clearly understood plan allows many people across the state to work on a common goal with
an effective and united effort.

37
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OBJECTIVE: To
identify.the
desired outcome.
What do you
want to
accom lish?

The objective of this legislative action plan is to create a
state Council on Recreation and Parks.

2. WHY:

VALUES:
Why should we
address this
issue?

We believe that two divergent tracks in recreation and
parks have developed in Central State. The resource track
has been well funded and supported by the state. The
human services track needs to receive similar attention by
the state. The development of a Council on Recreation and
Parks will tie the two tracks together, create improved
communication, and expand Central states economic future.

Identify variables
that have an
Impact on the
objectiva:

cultural /social
economic
competition
resources
political/legal

The two tracks to the provision of recreation and parks have
existed simultaneously within most states and in--many
ways are compatible, but in other ways are not.
Resource-oriented management concentrates its efforts on
outdoor recreation resources in an acceptance of the land
ethic. It changes the role of man from the conqueror of the
land community to a member ar,d citizen of it. To this end,
agencies involved in the provision of these resources
concentrate on the acquisition, preservation, development
and construction of recreation facilities and resources.
Individuals using these resources are expected to provide
their own recreation activity; the resource serving as a
locational opportunity for that activity to occur on.

In contrast, municipal, private non-profit, and some county
agencies provide human services programming and
facilities. Facility development, construction and
acquisition are little different from those of the resource
oriented agencies, except that much more programming
occurs on and in the facilities. Secondly, the type of use will
often differ between resource-oriented and human service
administered areas.

Third, and most importantly, the human services agency
concentrates on programs. The programs are intended to
provide their clientel with opportunities for individual and
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5

Legislative Tools
Why Legislation is Passed

Legislat!on is passed for many different and complex reasons, but all legislation is passed because a
majority of legislators vote for it. Legislators choose to vote for particular bills.

Thele§slator truly believes that the bill will benefit the public and is in the public
good.
The legislator personally disagrees with the bill, but thinks most constituents favor it.
Although the legislator does not plan to work hard to get the bill passed, voting for it
will procluce good press back home.
The legislator thinks that the bill generates little constituent interest, but political
party leaders are calling in the help given during the last election by asking for a yes
vote. Voting for the bill seems a fairly innocuous way of repaying "political capitol"
without hurting his or her image with district voters.
The legislator knows district voters are against the bill but feels personally bound to
support it. Knowing it will hurt reelection chances, but placing personal integrity first,
the lawmakers takes the risk and votes for the bill.
The legislator thinks that most district voters are against the bill, but a main
campaign contributor is asking for an affirmative vote. Believing that the bad press
can be overcome with a strong Public Relations campaign, and knowing that the next
election can't be won without the contributor's money, he votes yes.
The legislator knows that the bill responds to a very volatile issue over which district
constituents are evenly divided. Having held numerous hearings around the district to
determine what voters want, the legislator votes for the legislation, but introduces a
series of amendments to significantly weaken offensive portions of the bill, hoping to
gain the support of both sides, and thereby represent all district constituents.

These situations could apply to any legislator. Each bill is different; each vote has unique
variables. Legislators weigh many considerations before deciding how to vote. Constituents, a primary
consideration, are not the only consideration. Sometimes the weight their opinion holds depends on the
strength they display. Loyalties often conflict. Obeying is not an exact science. The bottom linethe
outcomedepends on legislators, who, like other people, are often unpredictable.
When faced with a new bill, a legislator has options,

vote for it
vote against it
offer amendments to it
stay home.

The last option is often used as a way of offending no one in the face of conflicting loyalties. The
political game b much like other games. The legislative player can play offense or defense, change
the play offering amendments, or sit on the bench. Sometimes no move is the wisest move of all. In each
situation there are judgement calls, consideration of which play to use, which players, when to call
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time out, and when to bring in special teams. As the game is played, the nuances become more evident,
and players become more proficient. The basic rules are only the beginning. Subtleties of thegame that
really count. While playing, watch; listen, and learn.

Legislator's information Sources

A legislator must balance all these forces and come up with the best decision. The first step is to get the
best and most current information about an issue, and tr :' seek good advice. Legislators receive
advise from many quarters.

Personal staff
Committee staff
Study groups, working groups, or special caucuses
Party platforms and position papers
District sources, such as newspapers, local party officials
Special irterest groups
National, state, and local media
Executive branch executives, resources, agencies, study papers
Constituent and.public inputhearings, testimony, constituent letters
Other members
House/senate floor debate
Personal study

The wealth of information available often exceeds time and attention needed to process it.
Legislators must filter available information They must screen the information according to its source.
A legislator might decide that certain in-nation sources are unreliable, biased, or incomplcte. Others
are consistently late, unintelligible, too academic, or difficult to understand. Legislators quickly learn
which resources are reliable and which are a waste of time. Be a good, clear, timely, accurate, and
reliable source of information for the legislator.

How Legislators Decide to Vote

After gathering information, a legislator decides what action (or reaction) to take. Legislators must
take positions of low profile or high visibility. They can be leaders, reasoning negotiators, menders of
intraparty feuds, or hardliners.

How legislators move depends on who they are and how they think. It can depend on personal
history and value systems, profession, the progress of a career as a legislator, age, position in the party,
family, business interests, hobbies ,and lifestyle. Here are some questions which legislators might
consider prior to a vote.

They must decide how legislation will benefit their constituents, or their districts.
They must consider whether they will benefit by association with the legislation.
They must consider whether there be a political or public backlash.
They must weigh the legislations potential for controversy.
They must discover which of their colleagues support the legislation.
They must consider the party's position.
They must consider the governor's position.
They must decide whether the legislation will benefit the state.
They must consider the cost of supporting the legislation.
They must decide whether the legislation is necessary, and ifso, what is wrong with the status
quo.
Legislators must decide who will benefit by a piece of legislation, and who it favors.
They must find out who supports it.
They must find out who is against it.
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They must define the public attitude toward the legislation. A well-respected issue will have
firm public support.
Legislators need to try to measure outcome, to know what signs will tell them the bill is
successful.

Legislators operate on political outcome and need to be assured of the bill's place in the political
climate. A good advocate can reassure the legislator about the political as well as educational, social,
or physical benefits of a bill.

Lobbying

To lobby means to influence or persuade public officials to take a desired action, to pass (or defeat)
legislation. An effective. lobbyist is convincing and persuasive at selling an idea. The word, lobby,
which was formerly slang, suggests persons waiting in halls or lobbies to talk with legislators. A
lobbyist's effectiveness today still depends on being at the right place at the right time. Timing and
knowledge are critical to an effective lobbyist.

Most professional lobbyists don't really sellinfluence, but access. Because they know the system,
are familiar with individuals involved in the process, and are located at the capitol, they can get an
issue heard. Access to the political system, however, is available to everyone. A broker is not
necessary. Everyone has the right to give federal, state, and local representatives their ideas about a
public issue. Communicating with a representative, whether by letter, phone, or in person, is the most
accessible way to participate in government between elections.

Most People Do Not Participate

Of all the eligible voters in the United States, only 51%in the 1988 presidential election. That means
that President Bush was elected by less than 27% of the total eligible voters. Although voting to
choose who will govern is considered a rare and unparalleled privilege in most parts of the world
today, Americans use it little and take it for granted.

Lobbyists and groups who lobby can be effective because so few citizens care enough about their
government to get involved: Lack of interest and invplvement by everyday citizens contributes to
keeping professional lobbyists successful. No Matter how much money an individual or business has
contributed to a campaign, politicians are still' elected by a majority of the voters in their districts.

A politician's livelihood depends on knowing the needs and desires of his constituents, and keeping
them reasonably content, if not happy, with his performance. Politicians have a keen and personal
interest in hearing from their constituents. They are predisposed to listen.

Political Capital

Some legislators must be persuaded to vote for recreation and park programs. Lobbyists enter the
politician's world and ask for something. Politicians may not do as they are asked simply because it is
the right thing to do. They may expect something in return. Prepare a map for this obstacle course.
Although the way cannot always be mapped out ahead of time, some signposts have been left by those
who went before.

Play to win. Half-hearted efforts waste time. Legislation campaigns take everyone's time, money,
energy, cooperation, and patience. Don't start without a commitment.

Assume the campaign will take a long time, and develop an impeccable reputation. Because
legislative grapevines active, always deliver on any promise on time. Promise to get any requested
informatio, and then follow through. Make sure any dates are the best available. Talk positively
about issues, rather than negatively about the opposition. Always present a consistent, professional
image.

Always try to be bipartisan. Most political issues can be attributed to one political party or the
other. Tuition tax credits, tax reductions, and a strong national defense are platforms of the Republican
party. Women's rights, student aid grants, and arms reduction treaties are issues most often associated
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with the Democratic party. In general, if an issue is associated with one party, it may fare well when
the party is iii power, but not when the opposition holds the power. Recreation and parks issues can
appeal to everyone. If both parties accept an issue, effective lobbying efforts can be successful, no
matter who wins an election.

Learn how to use political capital. Political capital is the name one political observer his given to
the legal tender of political bargaining. Political capital can be publicity, the ability to get political
contributions or speaking engagements, the respect of colleagues, influence with the executive branch, or
any other commodity that can be used by a legislator. Political capital can be imagined as an almost
tangible form of exchange upon which political bartering and law making depends.

Learn to trade in political capital. Try to boost the legislator who offers to introduce a bill to
support recreation and parks issues. Legislators need public support just as much as citizens need
legislative support.

Voters

Any association has what legislators want mostvoters. Associations consist of a defined population of
organized and politically active professionals. If membership is large and the organization is active,
membership support could possible tip the scales in a close election. In addition, because many members
are in the public school system, they see parents, other teachers, and community professionals daily.
They have access to a secondary audience of voters.

Find out about members and sell them on a selected issue. They are mostly college educated, mid-
income level, eligible voters. Find out how many of them are registered to vote. Conduct a survey to
discover their ages, how many people they see evt.iy week, and how much money they contribute to the
state economy annually. Find out how many of them voted in the last election, how many volunteered
in a political campaign (of either party) how many contributed at least some money to a political
candidate in the last election, and how many belong to other influential groups.

If membership is on the rise, do a graph that shows a trend of increasing membership. Take a
membership poll at the next state or district convention. Do a random sample, or mail out survey forms
with the next membership renewal form. Know the membership as any association's primary strength
and power.

Respectability

All politicians want to be known. Legislators make many controversial choices which don't have a
positive public relations value. Health, wellness, fitness, and recreation and parks issues carry a
reputation of being respectable, wholesome, and good. Supporting a respectablecause can, in the eyes of
the public, enhance a politician's image.

Publicity

Publicity gives a representative exposure, and the possibility of a wider audience, more votes, perhaps
even a higher position in the government. Speaking engagements also give exposure and possibly a
substantial fee. Political contributions provide buying exposure via campaign ads, mailers, and fund
raisers. Election to public office requires exposure to the public. Politicians want to be known, liked and
respected. Most of all, they want to be elected and reelected.

Publicity means exposure to the voters which means more votes. Publicity can be the most effective
political capital. Even legislators are often hard pressed to come up with real news, and editors ignore
self-serving news releases designed to keep the legislator before the public. Give a legislatoran issue
which is news with a positive, respectable image, and make an opportunity for positive media
exposure. Politicians always look for an appealing issue. Legislators can often generate their own
media exposure, but their staffs arc small. As a courtesy for their support, offer to generate publicity
for a joint venture. Work closely with the press office, and be sure to send the legislator copies of all
media materials. Handling the media successfully will be appreciated by the legislator and will
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contribute-to any organization's reputation. Gain the legislator's respect, and ensure that media focus is
on the issue and not only the legislator (See Tools for the Media).

Political Endorsement

By courting them, legislators often hope to get special interest group endorsement during elections.
Political endorsements signify a whole new category of political activism, but if an organization is
ready for it, a candidate who has been particularly helpful may be endorsed.

Campaigns

For an individual, contributing money to .election campaigns is certainly acceptable. For an
organization, it can become complicated. Organizational donations to election campaigns for
politicians are regulated by strict federal and state laws and regulations. PACs (Political Action
Committees) are often formed, separate from parent organizations if nonprofits wish to encourage group
political activity. Otherwise an organization should not use this form of political capital.

Monitoring Legislation

Applying the right amount of pressure at the right time is the secret of a successful le6islative
campaign. Pinpointing the correct moment .o apply pressure depends on knowing where a bill is in the
legislative process at all times. Being able to understand and track bills through the legislative
process is essential to lobbying.

Where to Get Information

Do some preliminary research bCzre approaching a legislator. Start at the local public library or
college library. Each state has a "Blue Book," usually public A by the clerk of the senate or the
secretary of state, which contains general information about tne state and its government and a
directory of state offices and officials (executive and judicial branch). Although each state chooses
different material to go into its blue book, state blue books may contain:

Statistics about the state (population, economics, demographics, history)
State constitution
County structure and statistics
Municipal structure and statistics
State revenue sources, and expenditures
Political party structure and officials
List of state legislators and a short biography of each
State departmental statistics
Advisory, licensing, planning, and governing boards and councils
Federal offices located within the state
Educational institutions, statistics, and officials.

The state Chamber of Commerce also publishes an excellent source book for each state, with
information which may be missing from the blue book. If these resourcesare not available or do not
contain all the needed information, ask the librarian where to find answers to the following questions.

The number of state senators and representatives
The term of office of state senators and representatives
When the legislature meets
A map of the state legislative districts
A description of each political district, including economic, political, industrial, educational,
health, and demographic data
The number of standing committees and subcommittees there are in the house
The number of standing committees and subcommittees there are in the senate
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Information on any special caucuses or a :!; hoc committees
Information on the political party that controls the house and the senate
The name of the speaker of the housa
Thename of the president of the senate and the president pro tern
Tne nan:n of the local senator and representative, and a short biography of each
A local source for bills -.vhich have been introduced

Two other good sources of information on the political process are the state and local chapters of the
League of Women Voters and Common Cause.

Ask a Representative

After exhausting available resources, caIt a representative. Each representative obtains information,
acting as a conduit from the government to the citizen. Much of a legislator's staff time, on the national
and state levels, involves "case work," helping constituents with individual problems. Intelligent
inqniries can help establish a credible relationship.

Tracking the Bill

Tracking the bill through the legislature is necessary to a legislative campaign. Here again, states
differ. Check with local legislators. Some states have 'bill rooms" which distribute copies of bills
that have been introduced. Ask a state legislator for its locatioa and procedures. Often the Rules
Committee puts out daily calendars which show legislation to be acted on. The state legislator may
also put out a status sheet which lists where all bills are in legislation. Subscribe to the state capitol
newspaper to keep up to date.

By far, the best source is a legislator and his personal or committee staff. Once a bill has been
introduced and referred to committee, a phone call to the committee staff can pinpoint its status. Such
contact develops relationships with committee staffers. At crucial times, daily phone calls may be
needed.

If the membership is organized as sugget ted in the Getting Started section, the Lobbying Task Force
acts primarily to track tte bill. After the bill is introduced, they will need to know when and if the
bill-will be called up before the committee, and when and if public hearings are planned. If the
committee schedules public hearings, note who will choose spokespersons to testify. If the committee
chair will decide, find out which legislative .network members are active in his district. Decide what
sort of pressure can be applied. The game has begun.

Legislative Tracking Chart

There are several tools which may help monitor legislation. The first is a Legislative Tracking Chart
(Figure 5.1). It is particularly helpful if work is going on several bills at once. It helps keep track of
where the bill is in the legislative process. A Legislative Tracking Chart can also be set Up like the
Vote Tally Chart (Figure 5.2).

Keep Members Informed

Keep members informed with bulletins about proposed legislation and legislation in process. Include a
hotline to provide a sort of "telephone tree" through which concerned citizens can voice their opinions
to officials.
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Legislative Tracking Chart

Bill No. Bill No

Title Title

Sponsor Sponsor

Co-Sponsors Co-Sponsors

Date introduced Date introduced

Committee Referred to Committee Referred to

Committee Chairman Committee Chairman

Subcommittee Referred to Subcommittee Referred to

Subcommittee Chairman Subcommittee Chairman

Date of Committee Hearings Date of Committee Hearings

Date of Committee Consideration Date of Committee Consideration

Placed on House/Senate Calendar (date) Placed on Hot Ise/Senate Calendar (date)

Second Reading Second Reading

Third Reading Third Reading

1st House Consideration 2nd House Consideration
Figure 5.1 Legislative Tracking Chart
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Sample: Legislative Bulletin

IOWA
PARK & RECREATION ASSOCIATION

Legislative Bulletin
Legislative Chairperson - Dan McLean - 319-398-5065
2000 Mt. Vernon Road SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403

January 19, 1990

State Legislation

pool Ru
The 1990 Governor's Budget allows for $134,000 and 4 staff members in expenditures by the

Department of Health for administration of the swimming pool inspection program. This is based on
projected revenue of $300,000. The Health Department requested a budget of $300,000 and 8 staff
members to administer the program. The net effect is'to use monies designated for swirnmingmel
inspection for other state pregrame.

What are the ramifications of this budget recommendation? First, the fees for theprogram must be
paid NLT 1 May 1990 (assuming the rules are accepted by the Legislative Rules Committee). Fees will
be sent to the state unless your county has been certified to do inspections. Second, even though your
fees may be paid (which also pays for the inspection) you are not protected against claims until you
aquatic facility has been inspected and certified by the state. Thatmeans, you could pay fees and not
receive the protection the Iowa League built into the original bill.

The rules will return to the legislative rules committee on February 6. Prier to let time you need
to contact your legislator to let him know that the governor's office is potentially denying you a service
your are 'required* to pay for. Encourage them to amend the budget to include the appropriate funding
level. If this is unsuccessful we will use the legislative hot-line to encourage you to attend a moting of
the legislative rules committee to oppose implementation of the rules.

Dlidnlinftitilaplttnaid
SF (Senate File) 389 adds Disciple and Dismissal to the list of mandatory issues for negotiations

under Chapter 20, the state's Collective Bargaining Act. In the Iowa League's January 12 (No 1) Action
Call, this issue is discussed in detail. Please review the publication and provide your legislator with
appropriate input. If you do not receive copies, your clerk or city manager should.

REAP
The municipal review committee for REAP has been appointed. Joe Stevens (Ames) and Steve Wyatt

(Decorah) have been asked to serve. Joe will serve as chairperson of the review committee.

Legislatlyeliazlica
The Legislative Hot-Line has been updated and is provided herein. Ifyou see corrections, please let

me know. (319-398-5065)

To reach your legislator, while in sessic.. please use the following numbers:
House - 615.281-3221
Senate - 515-281-3371
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IPRA Execrtive Director

IPRA LEGISLATIVE "HOTLINE"

Legislative Chairperson
Dan McLean, Cedar Rapids

319.338-5065

IPRA President

Cedar Rapids
Jon Kmayonbrink

319-393-5065

Iowa City
>Teny Trueblood

319-356-5110

Coralville
Dave Schnoebetect 319-354-3006

Kalona
Scott Kelly 319-6263129

Ottumwa
Ban y Dodd 515-683-0654

Cedar Rapids
Dave Hoisted
319396-5080

Linn County Parks
Dan Biechtar 319-390-5305

Marlon
Joe Butterfield 319-377-4846

Vinton
Duane Rand4 319-472-4164

Cedar Falls
)::> Ward Serbbs

319-268-0483

Waterloo Recreation
Dean Mvhr 319. 291-4491

Waterloo Parks
Rick Tegtow 319-291.4370

Waverly
tit Tab Rav 319-357-67q

t.s.)

impend 21 Dee IN)
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Dubuque
Gi Spence

319-589-4263

Clinton
Jerry Borsch

319-243-1260

Burlington Recreation
Don Damian 319-753-2733

Burlington Parka
Phi Wrier 319-753-8117

Davenport
Wayne Boyer 319-326-7812

Muscatine
Larry Wolf

319-2634241

Bettendorf
Ed Schack 319-359-0913
Scott County Cons.
Dan Nagle 319-285-9656

Dewitt
Dimegaa4-659-51n

Fort Madison
John Brown

319. 372-7700

Bloomfield
Rick Kranz 515-664.2260

Fairlield
Greg Hanshaw 515-472-6159

Mt. Pleasant
Brent &Weisman 319-986-5225

Marshalltown
Robert Wodunan

515-754-5715

Nevada
Tony 1-130man

51z4n-5466

Ankeny
Randy Haack 515-9644337

Des Moines
John Dean= 515. 271-1709

Newton
Don Anciaux 515-792-1470

Decorah
Sieve Wyatt

319-382-4158

OrInnell
Al BlecktnatEME2f2C1

Maureen Condor 515.842-6121
Mason City

Jom Anderson 515-421.3673

Indianola
Glen Cowan

515. 961-9420

Winlerset
John Plats:hatter 5154623256

Urbandale
}Gm Steele 515-278-3961

Osceola
Joe Grossman 515-342-2288

Amse
Joe Stevens
515-292-6228

4
Clear Lake

51557-7010
Vckl

-3
Hensley I

Sioux Center
Dave Ruhr 712-722-0120

Fort Dodge
Markatinderhorst 515-576-7972

Fores1 City
Jay Hutchison 515. 582-4860

Council Bluffs
Rithard Drawing

712. 328-4650

Atlantic
Dennis Sierck 712. 243-3542

Cherokee
Richard Kahane 712-225-2715

Sheldon
Barney Schuh. 712.324-2769

Manning
Bruce Beasley
712. 663-3861

Le Mars
Karen Garvey 712. 546-7232

Sioux City
Doug Higgs 712. 279-6126

Harlan
Terry Cox 712-755-5137

3
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Vote Tally Chart

Another aid which can be useful in tracking legislators support or oppose the bill is the Vote Tally
Chart (Figure 5.2). If the vote on a bill will be close, a careful counting of yeas and nays can project an
outcome, and allow Grass Roots Networkers to concentrate efforts on uncommitted legislators who could
decide the vote. The Vote Tally Chart can focus on where pressure may be needed most.

Vote Tally Chart

Legislator &
Staffer Phone No. Party District

Projected Vote
Yes Undeciced No

Figure 52 Vote Tally Chart

By ensuring that information is current, these two aids can maximize lobbying efforts. Sometime.;
the vote may be so close that almost all efforts are focused on a few legislators who serve in key
committee or party roles. In this case, target a concentrated educational campaign at several
legislator& To do this effectively, know the individuals. Research the legislators. Ask the
legislators' offices to send you a biography (kept for media use and during campaigns). This is a good
place to start. i_Froin.theeffind,outwhatcommittees the 14slatorsserve oni-their-professionS;WgIsTitiveenuretenure,
and main campaign contributors. Election campaign contributions usually have to be filed and made
public. This information should be easy to obtain., Old newspapers from the legislator's home district
or the state capitol can also help. Compile the information on a Legislator Personal Information Sheet
(Figure 5.3).

Strategic 714essages

When talking with legislators, remember the importance of a consistent message outlined by the
Legislative Action Committee. On a visit to the legislator in his home district or at the capitol, the
repeated message conveyed should be consistent, dear, and strong. Threats and hysteria brand a
nonprofessional. Consistency and repetition are the keys to credibility.
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Legislator Personal information Sheet

Name

Party

Capitol Address

Capitol Phone

Home District Address

Home District Phone

Personal Political

Age Marital Status Party

Family Previous Elected Offices

Spouse's Name Age Political History

Children Age(s)

Family History

Date First Elected to Legislature

PaGgio,^ Opponent in Last Election

Occupation Margin of Victory

Financial Intersts/lncome/Business Interests Primary Campaign Conifbutors----_--

Educational Background --

Social Clubs-Civic Croups (Legislator/Spouse) Endorsed Candidacy? Campaign?

Legislative

Committee Assignments Major Leadership Positions/Caucuses

Number of Years In Legislature

Figure 5.3 Legislator Personal Information Sheet
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6
Lobbying Techniques
Sponsors and Cosponsors

Although only legislators introduce a bill, sometimes two or more legislatorg, called cosponsors, jointly
introduce the same bill. A bill may have several cosponsors.

In some states, legislators may be allowed to sign on as cosponsors after the bill has been introduced.
Signing on as cosponsors is a way of demonstrating support. Many legislators are able to take for
a popular bill by being a cosponsor. Cosponsorship signifies more than just an affirmative 'cite. It
implies credit for the creation of the bill and indicates much stronger support If a state allows
cosponsors, recruiting them is a good way to prove wide-based support. Direct some lobbying activities
toward gathering cosponsor sign-ons.

Dear Colleague Letters.
Dear colleague letters are frequently used at the congressional level to push for passage of proposed
legislation. The term refers to a letter from one legislator to another, urging support for or against a
bill. It is really a form of internal or congressional lobbying in which legislators lobby each other. A
letter from another legislator or colleague will carry more weight than a letter from a special interest
group. Ask some influential legislators, who have shown support to an issue, to write a "Dear
Colleague" letter to a committee holdout, preferably from the same political party.

Coalitions

Another technique for demonstrating support for a legislative initiative is to join with other
organizations to form g, coalition. Coalitions are usually formed around a single issue or set of issues on
which the coalition members agree. Coalition member organizations are usually similar in scope, (e.g.,
all state level organizations, all national level organizations) who maintain their independence,
agreeing only to work together on one issue. Coalitions can exist over time or they can be temporary, and
are often informal in organizational structure.

A coalition, by increasing number and type of individual supporters, demonstrates broader support
than a single issue group. The coalition functions as a coordinating body to disseminate information,
reduce overhead communicaf )n costs by reducing the number of people who gather information directly
from the capital, and share information and resources.

Two essentials for all coalitions, however, are participation and independence. An organization
cannot participate in a coalition only to receive information without also contributing either, time,
information, or resources. Member organizations can contribute in a variety of ways if money is in short
supply.

Coalitic a member organizations often jealously guard their independence. Although temporarily
united for a common goal, they might shift political sides of the fence tomorrow. More lasting
coalitions can develop their own identities, slowly and over time, the way other organizations do, and
become powerful. Coalitions also take the pressure off one organization, while all member
organizations band together with each other in a common effort.
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In looking for coalition member groups, consider well-respected and influential state organizations.
Be carefta that the organization is not used to support something which it does not favor. Remember,
coalitions are formed for a single issue on an ad hoc basis. While information and resources need to be
shared, make sure (here is an even exchange. An organization is not obligated to support issues outside
the scope of the coalition. Make sure that coalition relationships are clearly established at the
beginning. Many groups have similar interests in most communities and states.

Support Statements

Another way to Vher support from other organizations without forming a coalition is to ask them to
endorse a bill or 1:-.:seadon and parks in general. Often groups such as the Association of Retarded
Citizens, the icieal Red Cross, sports and recreation dubs and associations, and civic groups will be glad
to endorse health, wellness, fitness, and recreation and parks knowledge and skills. The best way to get
endorsements from other organizations is to research the organization and write a resolution that meets
a goal, but also fits it into their philosophy. They will almost surely change wording, but they will
find it easier to change what has already been written than to write something from scratch. Chances
of actually getting their endorsement increase.

Community and Civic Groups_
---- Community and civic groups are not only great local sources of support, but also good information

disseminators. Civic groups allow access to a network of community leaders, citizens, and professionals
which members may not ordinarily know. Civic groups can help people who do not work in government,
and who may never have thought about recreation and pad-3 issues. Civic groupscan expand an
organizations' reach. Ask them for a support statement, speak before one of their weekly meetings, or
provide them with informational material about recreation and parks issues (See the Resource section
for a list of civic groups).

Community and civic groups can be very useful to the Grass Roots Network, garnering community
support and letting legislators know that the district supports recreation and parks issues. They also
have access to legislators, may of whom are members of their groups. Community and civicgroups can
be solicited by the Finance Task Force for donations to defray some of the costs of operatinga
legislative campaign.

Personal Endorsements

Getting personal endorsement from VIPs can influence legislators. A VIP can be almost anyone who is
influential in the community, is perceived as influential, or t"ho has the ear of a legislator. Personal
endorsements can come from participants, part-time staff, mayors, politicians, recreation and park
board members, the legislator's next door neighbor, or a nu.jor campaign donor.

Find out where the legislator and/or his family participate in recreation and parks activities.
Any members who mow a legislator personally could arrange meetings at which issues can be discussed.
Consider the following when seeking personal endorsements:

Campaign contributors, workers and volunteers (campaign reports are usually filed
with the State Secretary of State)
Colleagues and business associates (check press clippings, official biography, Who's Who,
professional associations and boards, business boards, stockholders)
Friends (check membership in the civic groups, clubs, PTAs, college alumni, arts councils)

a Political colleagues (former congressmen, legislators, mayors, party activists, local politicians,
city councilmen, school board members)
Educational leaders, (university presidents, principals)
Religious leaders
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Labor and business leaders (board of trade, chamber of commerce, industry recruitment
committees, tourist boards)
Local state and national celebrities (entertainers, Olympic athletes, the winning college
basketball coPch)

Testimony and Public Hearings

Public response to proposed legislation is often requested through ptfolic hearings. PuLlic hearings are
also held for executive branch or administrative reasons, such as changes in administrative rules or
regulaticns, or curriculum changes proposed by a board of education. Often, those holding the hearings
will attempt to get as many different interest groups involved as possible in presenting testimony. It is
usually politically safer to seek advice and then not follow it, than n' seek it at all.

Perception and illusion are important political tools. President Reagan asked the National
Governor's Association what they thought of his block grant proposals because he knew they favored
the concept. Although he probably did ask their opinion as he was formulating the plan, this public
request for input was really a political public relations device, intended to publicize support, not gather
diverse opinions. When the Reagan Department of Education proposed rules to change the P.L. 94-142
regulations,.public input, through the normal regulation review process, was so strong that they
withdrew proposed regulations. CliatigifigfedeTaTregulations;a-process describecthylaweis open to
everyone, _rld is therefore less subject to political manipulation than other processes, such as curriculum
changes by a curriculum committee, or local school board decisions. Be aware of the legal 'equirements
for public input, and political games being played.

Public hearings and agendas are scheduled in ad trance, and individuals requesting to testify usually
do so in writing through the legislative committee staff. An active Grass Roots Network in the
committee chairman's district can help place an individual on the agenda.

It is often helpful to solicit other groups with a similar message to testify. Hearing support from
recreation and park professionals can be interpreted as self-serving; hearing it from the 1ncal ARC,
private non profit associations, and civic dubs shows broad public support. Get as many members to
testify as possible, If the committee is seeking broad representation, find out who is testifying for other
groups. Convince them to pat in a good word for recreation and parks issues.

Don't be afraid to show illustrations when testifying. The use of charts and graphs is common, but
be more creative if it would be appropriate. Large mounted photos of faces of partidponts in recreation
and park programs might be effective. Strike a creative in your approach to visiting with legislators
at a public hearing. Check with the Lobbying Task Force to see what is appropriate. Because of
constant contarz with legislators and staff at the capitol, the task force members have an iciea of what
would be acceptable and what would be -received negatively. Make sure those organizing the hearing
are well informed. Don't forget to invite the press.

Events

Education influences legislators. Like education, events can define the profession and demonstrate
political power. One such event is the Legislative Fitness and Leisure Day, which several state
association; have held successfully working in cooperation with their state association for health,
physical education, recreation and dance. Providing legislators with a variety of individualized
health and leisure days has successfully educated legislators about the need for professional recreation
and park practitioners. Events should coincide with legislative votes, but this is often not possible due
to the unpredictability of the legislative session. Witt. proper reminders, legislators could keep
recreation and parks matters in mind from the start. In addition to leisure days, consider a Legislative
Run, Legitlative Olympics, or other events that will make legislators aware of recreation and parks
issus, and to publicize the association. Show commitment by holding these events at the same as
the annual convention at the state capitol. Be a visible force to the legislature. Be creative. Think
about what would make good television news footage.
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Publicity

Don't forget publicity is a lobbying technique. Remember that legislators serve ir. a public arena. Their
political livelihood depends on the whims of the public. Publicity is importer in legislative
campaigns because it can

help garner constituent support
help "create a public issue"
be used -as "political capital"
demonstrate public support and keep the issue before the public (See Tools for the Media for
specific information)

Constituents' Mail Gets Read

Obviously, some of the these methods are not feasible for state associations. Study show that
spontaneous or orchestrated mail has a real and powerful impact on staffers. Large corporations,
unions, and political action committees can give money to campaigns, but individuals write a
legislator's paycheck and decide whether or not to keep him on the job. Remember, the legislator's best
interest lies in monitoring the pulse of his district on every issue. Let him know that the organization's
staid ethos that pulse.

Form Letters

Orchestrated letter writing campaigns or form letters do have an impact. Although they are often
readily identifiable as "orchestrated" by a state or national organization, and thus do not carry the
same weight as a spontaneous response from the public at large, they do show that an organization has
a large and vocal membership in the legislator's district that should not be ignored. Form letters do not
go unnoticed. Use form letters with discretion. Let the situation determine what is best. Form letters
are better than no letters, or individual responses which arrive too late.

Another approach used recently at the national level is printed postcards. The ultimate form
letter, printed post cards can be distributed in recreation centers and parks, sporting goods stores,or left
with local banks and merchants. They contain a printed message and require only the name and address
of the district's legislator (usually supplied nearby) and a signature. Even the postage can be supplied.
This approach was used by the banking industry to overturn legislation which required banks to deduct
taxes from depositors' interest payments and forward them to the federal government-one of the most
successful legislative campaigns in recent years. The post cards made it easy for many people to respond
and by using the banks as distribution point for the post cards, a wide audience was alerted to the issue.
Public input greatly enhanced the work of the powerful banking lobby in Washington. Although many
congressman were incensed with this approach, the bankers won and the legislation was overturned. It
was not a traditional approach, but it became a successful one.

Visits to Legislatures

Make a personal visit to a legislator to communicate views on an issue. For an important legislative
issue, make a special trip to the capitol. If the issue is not at the crisis stage, wait until the legislator
returns home. Some state legislators have offices in their districts, and most have specified times
during which they make themselves available in schools, public libraries, or other public places to
allow constituents to communicate their ideas and opinions. Make sure that at least one member attends
each such session, or that at least one member visits legislatt.n during legislative reLess, to
con municate the strategic message, take them background materials, keep them informed of the local
issues surrounding recreation and parks, educate them about the need for more funding and quality
pregrams, and demonstrate political interest and power.
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If possible, hold state wide conventions at the capitol, and invite legislative leaders as keynote
speakers. Show them that the orgaruzaton is professionally and politically active, and a force to be
considered when public policy decisions are made. Set a day aside for members to visit their legislators
with information about proposed legislation, recreation and parks, and the association.

Phone Calls

Phone calls are another excellent way of communicating district voter support for a bill. Although they
are costly, they are effective if well timed. Phone calls are most effective when us'd the day before a
crucial committee of floor vote. When undecided or wavering in support, a flood of telephone calls from
district voters can sway the legislator to make the right decision. Although phone calls are usually
accepted by staff members, be assured thr.c they communicate the pro and con numbers to their
legislative bosses. Don't discount the use of phone calls or other forms of communication, such as
mailgrams or hand delivered messages. When well placed, they can deliver the needed edge for a
legislative victory.
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Sample: Letter to a Legislator

for health,
physical education,

recreation

and dance

American Alliance 4,171 / latest. 1885

1900 Association Drive Reston, Virginia (703) 476-3400

The Honorable Senator Robert T. Stafford
625 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Stafford:

I understand from Skip Vallee that the Subcommittee on Education, Arts
and Humanities plans to hold hearings in September on'the findings and
recommendation:: of the Commission on Excellence in Education. Of the
three planned hearings, one will be available to Secretary Bell; one
will be available to state governors. I understand that the agenda
for the third hearing is not yet set. I would like to request that
the American Alliance be placed on the agenda for the third hearing.

The American Alliance is a national membership organization of over
45,000 educators in the fields of health, physical education, reLrea-
tion and dance. Our members cover a broad spectrum, including
elementary school physical education teachers, university deans,
coaches, dance teachers, and community recreation leaders. They all
have the common commitment to educating our nation's children about
their physical healthaul wellbeing.

The American Alliance is concerned that the Commission's report has
neglec,.ed the disciplines which we represent. Although physical
education and health. education are integral to the public school
curriculum, their current or future place in the schools was not
mentioned. We believe there is a role for our disciplines in the
plan for excellence in education. We think it is especially important
that the subcommittee hear from professionals representing an area
of the public school curriculum not consulted on the initial commis-
sion report.

The disciplines represented by the American Alliance teach both the
physical skills and the cognitive knowledge necessary for a healthy
and productive life. These disciplines represent a discrete body of
knowledge essential to the development of our nation's youth. If
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placed on the agenda, we intend to present testimony to the committee.
along the following lines:

The Commission's report waves the national defense banner to jus-
tify more and better science and math courses. Meanwhile, the
Department of Defense is establishing remedial physical education
programs because new inductees do not possess the physical skills
necessary to defend our country. Health and physical education
are important to our nation's defense.

The C-mmission's report maintains that our country is falling
behind Zoreign interests in business-and-industry: --And-yeti-many

---forOdfdtlifilking foreign competitors (as well as successful
American companies) have risen to the top of their industry with
a new emphasis on the health and fitness of the employee. Health
and physical education are vital to our nation's businesses and
economy.

The rising costs of health caze are draining our personal and
public pocketbooks. Preventive health education can make substan-
tial gains in slashing the cost of illness. Health and physical
education is important to the health of our country's domestic
budget.

Heart disease continues to be the number one American killer.
Physical fitness, exercise, proper nutrition and a healthy life-
style can prevent and minimize the effects of cardiovascular
disease. Health and physical education are important to our
citizens' health and longevity.

Drunk driving has become a serious problem for all Americans,
but particularly for our nation's youth. Drug abuse and alcohol-
ism threaten to cripple our children's health and their future.
Nancy Reagan has said, "Teachers can raise the awareness of drugs
and drunk driving through serious class discussions of how to
reverse peer pressure." Health and physical education--where
such discussions occur--may be critical to the very lives of
ow: children.

The. 1984 Olympics which will be held in the United States can
demonstrate in a very real and public way that we have what it
takes to compete with the rest of the world--individually and as
a nation. Health and physical education are important to our
national image.

The Commission report speaks of developing the "individual powers of
the mind and spirit to the utmost." But what about the body? The
Olympic ideal, which still remains iralid, is the triad of mind-spirz.t-
body. How, in good conscience, can we tell our children to tend to
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their minds and spirits and neglect their physical relationship to
their world?

The health behaviors established in youth become the health habits of
adulthood. Excellence in education means much more than the expansion
of science, math, and computer programs. Excellence means more than
economic competition in the market place. Excellence means giving our
youth meaningful, systematic, and professlonal instruction. In the
words of the Commission, excellence means "that all children by virtue
of their own efforts, competently guided, can hope to attain mature and
informed judgment needed to secure gainful employment and manage their_

--own-lives7-thereby-Serving-ndt-day-therf own interests i-EUi also the
progress of society itself." Through health and physical education,
children learn the joy of their own efforts. They learn discipline.
They learn to set goals, and to achieve them. They learn to manage
their own bodies and their lives to serve themselves and their society.
They learn the meaning of excellence.

Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you
soon.

Sinberely,

.r.aret M. Seiter
Director, Public and

Legislative Affairs

MMS/mp
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Sample: Proclamation

__--------
WHEREAS, fifty:four-percent-of-all-deaths-in' --WHEREAS, physical activity is necessary to

support the normal growth in children, and is
essential to the continuing health and well
being of youth and adults;
WHEREAS, it is important to develop atti-
tudes conducive to physical activity early in
life, and during grades 1.6, children quickly
develop physical skills and attitudes difficult
to change;
WHEREAS, the 60 million schoolaged chil
dren and youth have the potential to acquire
the knowledge, skills, and values that can
lead to a lifetime of healthful living;
THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Central
State Parents and Teachers Association
strongly supports physical education as inte-
gral to the curriculum for all children in
grades K12.

the United States result from diseases of the
heart and blood vessels and are associated
with physical inactivity;
WHEREAS, the ordinary tasks of daily living
no longer provide vigorous exercise to
develop and maintain cardiovascular and
respiratory fitness, and most Americans do
not engage in appropriate physical activity
either during recreation or in the course of
their work;
WHEREAS, substantial physical and emo-
tional benefits direct and indirect are possible
with regular physical fitness and exercise;
WHEREAS, inactivity in children can influ
ence mature functional capacity and may
be directly related to a number of adult
health problems;
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7

Practioalititt-Tor Lobbying
Techniques

Before writing a letter, or visiting legislators or representatives, make some notes about what to say.
Describe the strategic message. List three things that the person should remember afterwards.
Rehearse the visit to gain more confidence. Take a look at the following information.

Letter Writing

Format

Use standard business letter format.
Use plain white typing paper (8 1/2 x 11 inches). Use stationery with letterhead if the letter
is from the association.

6 Type the letter
Use a black typewriter ribbon and black or dark blue ink for the signature.
Include the date of the letter, a complete mailing address, name, and telephone number.
Sign the letter. Anonymous letters carry no weight.
If writing to a legislator other than a local one, send a copy of the correspondence to the local
legislator, indicating clearly that this has been done (cc: The Honorable Jane Jones). This is an
appreciated courtesy.
Address legislators properly. (Figure 7.1).

Writing Tips

Be clear, concise, and courteous.
Avoid abusive or threatening language.
Get to the paint. Describe the reason for writing the letter in the first sentence or paragraph.
Don't give the entire history of recreation and parks.
Check grammar and word usage. Do not be afraid to ask friends for help.
Do not use a large word when a small one does the job.
Use strong verbs and the active voice.
Make language specific. Use concrete words and images.
Make the written word sound spoken.
As a guideline, use no sentence longer than 15 words, no 1,aragraph longer than five sentences,
and no letter longer than two pages.
Be prepared to make at least three drafts. Use the first to get some ideas down on paper, the
second to clarify and order ideas persuasively, and the last to refine the letter's style and tone.
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Address Your Legislators Properly!

Addressee Form of Address Salutcion
Local

Alderman

-Commissioner

Mayor

The Honorable John Smith

'ThoWinorable John Smith

The Honorable John Smith
Mayor of

Dear Mr. Smith

Doc. Mr. Smiih

Dear Mayor Smith

State

State
Representative'

Governor

State Senator

The Honorable John Smith
House of Representatives
State Capitol

The Honorable John Smith
Governor of

Dear Mr. Smith

Dear Governor Smith

Dear Senator Smith

State Copilot
Anywhere, USA

The Honorable John Smith
State Senate
State Capitol

National

U.S. Representative'

U.S. Senator

The Honorable John Smith
The United States House of
Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Smith
The United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Smith

Dear Senator Smith

Figure 7.1 Proper Methods of Address

Content

Each letter should deal with only one issue so that it goes to the appropriate staffer without
getting shuffled around the office.
Be as specific as possible. Mention a bill number (if it's available). Tell what action is desired.
Leave the legislator in no doubt as to which way to vote.
Back up opinion with a calmly reasoned argument and hard facts. Do not forget that the goal is
to convince, not offend.
Tell a legislator why he or she should be concerned. If possible, establish a connection between
the home district and the issue. Explain what repercussions might occur in a district.
Always state the organization's name clearly.
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Describe the organization in terms of number of members, the number of people members can
reach (annually, monthly, or in their careers), or some other figure which can let a legislator
know the breadth of an organization's power base.
Ask for a specific action in the fir. or last paragraph of the letter. Ask a question which will
elicit an answer, such as, "How do you plan to vote on this issue?"
Describe what the proposed legislation will mean to the organization,.agcncyrand
community. Personalize.the-letten-------

'- --Le alense of commitment show, but remain professional and reasonable.
Write a letter as an individual. Then get local and state professional organizations and civic
associations to write letters as well. The effect of one influential individual activating an
extensive network of friends and colleagues can change a legislator's mind.
If there is no response within 3 weeks, write a follow-up letter. If there is a crucial vote
approaching, make a follow-up phone call.
Be constructive. If the major intent of the bill is good, but there are possible operational
problems, offer solutions which would be more effective and workahlz.,.. Legislators cannot be
experts in every area.
Do not pretend to wield vast political influence. Do not profess to be a self-appointed
spokesperson for an association or profes &on. Such a claim will leave 1:redibility in doubt, and
lessen the chance that views will be taken seriously.
Do not become a legislative pen pal. Writing to a legislator on every issue, or answering every
response with another letter will also lessen credibility.
Support the legislators. Often people write letters only to tell politicians what they are doing
wrong. Be sure to write in support of a bill or issue which local legislators favor.

Visiting a Representative

A personal visit is an effective way to communicate with representatives. Meet the legislators in their
home offices. Being there makes an impact that paper cannot. A face to face meeting provides an
opportunity not only to speak personally about concerns, but also to begin a long-term relationship. The
following suggestions will help make the most of a visit.

Getting Ready

Make an appointment as far ahead of time as possible. Chances of meeting with it representative
(rather than a staffer) increase. State the case directly. ointment or it is possible to meet with
an aide instead of a representative. This can be an advent, An aide may be more knowledgeable
about a particular issue and may have more time to talk about it. Legislators depend on the opinions
and advice of their staff.

Prepare a fact sheet on an issue to give the legislator or aide afterwards.
Prepare mentally. Be very clear about purpose. Plan to stick to one subject. Know what actions
the representative should take. Ask how he or she plans to vote.
Review the representative's record. Be prepared to refer to particular actions, such as votes or
public statements, that relate to the issue in question.
If the visit relates to a particular bill, refer to it by name and number. Know who introduced it
and what it proposes.
Be able to discuss the bill's impact on the legislator's home district.
Be ready to give reasons for a particular position on an issue. Representatives are interested in
personal experiences and observations.
Dress neatly in appropriate business attire.

In the Office
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Take advantage of the waiting time to ask the secretary how the mail is running for and
against the issue in question.
When meeting the representative, after introductions, tell him or her whether an organization
has sponsored the visit. Mention residence in his or her district. Mention personal occupation,
involvement in community affairs, and (as a member of his or her party) activities with the
political party and the most recent campaign. Mention any mutual friends or acquaintances.
State concerns, and inquire about the legislator's familiarity with the issue. Find out where he
or she stands, and try to figure out which of several planned arguments would be most effective.
The goal is to educate, communicate and persuade.
If the asks a question, get an answer and follow up immediately.
If you feel the legislator is intentionally or unintentionally changing thr topic, steer the
conversation back to it. Recognize as dodges such general comments as "You've presented some
interesting ideas," or "I'll certainly take your views into consideration."
State point of view clearly and back it up with reasoned arguments. Don't be argumentative.
show familiarity with the legislator's record, especially any part of it relative to the issue.

Leaving

Thank the representative for his or her time.
Present a fact sheet on the issue.
Ask to be placed on mailing lists.
Sign the gu :st book, if one is available.

Follow-Up

As soon as possible, make notes on key points of the conversation.
Always write a tit.nk you letter. Whether or not the legislator has voted the "right"way, t
hank him or her for listening. Remain courteous, and remind him or her that constql ,nt's will
still be watching during the next vote and the next election.

Hearings

When preparing for a public hearing, find answers to the following questions.
Know the time limit for testimony, whether is is 3 minutes or 20 minutes.
Find out if the committee is trying to get a range of opinions from all key organizations.
Know how big the committee room is.
Discover how many observers are expected.
Know the speaking schedule, the layout of the building, and whether parking is available.
Find out when to arrive..
Be prepared for press coverage.

Tips for Public Hearings

All testimony should be typed, double spaced, and photocopied (not mimeographed).
Bring copies for all committee members plus extras for the press and other participants.
Bring background pieces as well.
Advise the press that the speech will take place. Fellow up with phone calls and a press
release.
It is possible to hold pre-testimony press luncheons.
Make testimony lively, clear, and persuasive.
Do not list all the things the committee did wrong. Do ot chastise them. Persuade them. List
the reasons why it is imperative that they include recreation and parks issues. A public
hearing provides a unique opportunity to sell ideas.
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Tools for the Media

Understand the rules of the game. Establish a plan of action. There are some tools that will help
communicate; educate, and influence public policy decision makers.

Public Relations

Communicate with the media is communication with the public. The media is a conduit to and
ultimately a multiplier of influence. Legislators are also part of the public and are influenced by the
media. One article or TV news story reaches many more citizens than personal contacts. Good
communication means having a general understanding of how people listen, what makes news, and the
issues th' t need to be communicated.

Image

What people think about an association, recreation and parks, and government in general is important
to credibility. A speal.er must be credible before communication can occur. Public perception of issues
and organizations plays an important part in how legislators perceive and listen to any argument.

Many businesses and industries have public relations firms and advertising agencies that function
as professional media communicators. Snch professionals have the luxury of money and the mandate to
build an image for their company over time. Without the luxury, association's goals are the same.

Consider the example of a brokerage fir.n, with a targe: udience of males over 50 with $100,000 or
more in income. Their goal is to convey an image of trust, integrity, security, and stability. They might
choose an older white male as their spokespersonsomeone who evokes trusta Walter Croakite type.
They might use full page ads in Fortune and the Wall Street Journal. Their spokesperson,message, and
vehicles for their message would be entirely different from that of a soft drink company.

By contrast, the soft drink company wants to appeal to a 15-30 year-old age group which is racially
and sexually mixed, middle class, and active. They may use tele-vision ads with beach scenes, surfing,
swimming, and volleyball to sell their product. Rather than one spokesperSon, ti,ey would use a young,
active group. Their image is youth, activity, and their drink equal good times! The ingredients,
message, vehicle, spokesperson, smipt, and scenery-in each presentation are carefully chosen to convey
both the message and a more subtle image of the product and the company.

Learn From Images

Learn form the experts. Associations might not be able to afford high priced public relations firms, but
they can teach by example. Decide on the public image an organization means to convey.List key words
that describe the association, such as professional, active, accessible, reasonable, supportive, and a
friend to children. Mention association programs that supporter families and the community An image
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can be positive or negative. Define the organization's image and communicate that image effectively.
Show how supporting recreation and parks issues can make a community more liveable for its members.
Do not communicate internal differences of opinion to the public. Do not communicate professional
disagreements. Communicate an image that helps the pdblic identify positively with the
organization. A positive image is consistency. Every member who speaks, writes, or testifies should be
aware of the image that the organization wants to convey. Clearly communicate goals to members. The
tone and substance of the message, the vehicle, the spokesperson, and the representatives should reflect
those goes.

Another key to successful communication is repetition. There are thousands of messages being
thrown at everyone everyday, from television, radio, newspapers, magazines, and professional
journals, from friends and colleagues, from our families, and from our children. There is more
information available than can be taken in. Messages of importance must be filtered out, and assigned
importance. Each message is just one of many. Repetition incre!'..es the chance any message has of being
heard.

Strategic Messages

To communicate a message well, be consistent and repetitive. A message tha mmunicates is simple,
straightforward, and easy to understand. It should be elnessed in clear, simple sentences.

"Public recreation and parks facilities need your support if they are to serve you best."
"Recreation and parks activities improve the quality of life of your citizens in your community and
state."
'Recreation and parks activities teach good citizenship."

Choose n Vehicle

A communication vehicle is a method used to carry a .essage to the public, such as a letter, r_ ess
release, television interview show, or magazine article. Although many vehicles communicate to the
public, it is difficult to choose the vehicle that will communicate quickly, clearly and effectively to
any target audience. in matching communications vehicles to an audience, consider the following:

Reach a target audience.
The vehicle should expose the message to target groups.
Get the most exposure for time and money spent.
Use resources most effectively, with least risk of backlash or bad public image.
Time the message to be most effective.

In short, a good communication vehicle serves because it is on target, effective, economical, a..7.d timely.

What is News

New is information that has not been reported before. Just as the name implies, it is new. The value of
news is determined by the impact a piece of information has on a large segment of the public. Certain
subjects generally get good coverage, but all are subject to the particular "window of interest" the public
attributes to them. Drunk driving, which got little play before the inception of groups like MADD
(mothers Against Drunk Driving), suddenly received front page coverage because ordinary people got
involved in what was formerly perceived as a bureaucratic issue. Although state safety agencies have
spent millions of dollars on drunk driving public information programs for more than 20 years, the news
now is that hundreds of people are organizing campaigns to solve a social problem.

It is possible to use this example to good advantage Fitness is cne of today's most popular issues.
Millions of runners, skaters, climbers, swimmers, and bicyclists are involved in fitness programs. Any
issue that affects many people is news. Remember that recreation and parks activities and facilities
provide unique opportunities for members of the community to become fit.
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News:
is new
interests many people
affects many people

News Moies Fast. Yesterday's news is not news anymore Issues change quickly. By the time an
important issue surfaces, it may be tco late to organize a position. Make contacts before an issue breaks.
Establish a reputation for fairness, openness and intelligence. Be ready to respond when an issue heats
up.

Hard News/Feature News

Members of the press generally try to divide hard news from feature news. Hard news stomas concern
political elections, crime, and legislative decisions. Feature news centers on the human element, on
human interest. Feature news can convey information that is interesting or "newsy." Feature news is
more durable, and therefore. takes a back seat to more "perishable" hard news.

News Peg

Wh:-,3 trying to capture a reporter's attention, establish the fact that the issue currently interests the
public. Reporters call this a news peg. A news peg is the element of a story that relates to a current
event. Without it, the news story is irrelevant. News pegs are the hooks on which a reporter hangsa
story. When trying to discuss an issue with a reporter, establish the news peg quickly. The reporter can
use it to see and to convey to readers the relevance of an issue.

Dealing With the Media

When dealing with the news media, keep two things in mind. First, remember the goal. Decide on a
strategic message. Communicate the message. Second, understand the position of the readersor public
receiving the message. Each reporter has . frame of reference. Market an idea. To be effective, give
the reporter what he wants (and what the organization wants).

Newspaper editors choose one story over another every day. The relationship between effective
behavior change in members of a physical education class and class size may be a great story, but may
not be an editor's choice. Give an x'itnr a reason to make space to this story. Know what editors are
they looking for. GiNie alert, what they need. Make their job easier, so they'll call next time they need
a quote.

How to Deal with a Reporter

A reporter's job is collecting and simplifying information. Help a reporter do that job, and make a
friend. Hinder the reporter, and make a foe. Here are some rules to follow in dealing with reporters.

Don't play favorites, but cultivate friendly reporters who are interested in recreation and parks
issues. Take advantage of their interest
Never speak off the record.
Be friendly, but remain professional.
Recognize that the reporter's time is valuable. Use it wisely.
Always ask if there is something else the rep 3rter needs. Giving a reporter additional
information is a good way to maintain continued contact.
Develop a reputation as a news source so the reporter will call when he needs a quotable
response to an event.
Don't be shy about talking to reporters; they can absorb quantities of information. Remember
the difference between a published or unpublished story may be the preparedness of the first
person the reporter thinks to contact. Know the facts and be prepared to discuss them.
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Accuracy in Reporting

Accurate mpoedng is an issue as old as the first newspaper. 2eporters gather facts quickly, work on
short deadlines, and often are hampered by time, circumstances, or people, from getting all sides of an
issue. No one likes inaccuracy. The overwhelming majority of reporters and editors try hard to get the
story straight. Help them.

Talk to reporters face-to-face, if possible. The telephone doesn't communicate facial expr'csion
or showslociunents, pl otographs or other pertinent evidence.
Have an open policy with reporters that shows eagerness to make full disclosure of
organization activities.
Reduce issues to simple terms. Make them simple and easy to understand. Reporters want to
write stories for the average intelligent reader. Help them get the details, issues, and facts
straight.
Repeat major strategic messages. T. agenda should be to communicate issues to the public.
Restating major points helps repot zis understand the organization's perspective, and how it
differs from other points of view.
Give the reporter written material. Highlight key statements. Give reporters names,
addresses, titles, even telephone numbers of key players. Do not deal in acronymsthey are
insiders' codes. Neither the public, nor the reporter should be expected to understand an
organization's acronyms,.
Do not ask to see the story before it goes to print. No reporter will allow that. A good reporter
may call back to confirm the conversation.
Note misquotes. Call the reporter. Call the editor. Ask for a correction it the misquote was
serious. Otherwise merely express disappointment, and ask for ways to ensure fair coverage in
the future (Editors may not know reporters are inaccurate unless they are told.).

Techniques for Media Attention

Several standard vehicles communicate with the press. To develop a good relationship with reporters,
think of ways in which to help them do their job and get a good story quickly.

News Release

A news release is the most common way to communicate it comrlex issue or message to the public via the
media. Designed to give reporters accurate information on a news event or issue, a release may al ounce
an upcoming event, record an event, or convey facts surrounding an issue. It should convey information
quickly in an easy-to-use form. Normally written in newspaper style, the form should allow an editor
with a tight deadline to edit and typeset the piece quickly. The purpose is to make it easy for the
reporter to use the information for a news story (See Practicalities at the end of this section.).

A news release could br, writtea on a local recreation and park professional who has received thr.
State recreation and park professional of the year award, (a an upcoming recreation and park days
event. Use the event to make the public aware of the importance of recreation and parks --s part of .ne
quality of life of the community and state. Relate thu news release to an issue cuaenay in the puJ2kc
mind, such as the report on Excellence in Government, and establish a news peg to get a reporter's
attention.

Backgrounder

A backgrounder is usually a separate release used to provide reporters witl_ more in-depth information,
history, or background. It can also be used independently to educate a reporter on an association's
position on a number of issues. Backgrounders usually define the issue, &tail the reasons for its
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timeliness, and give the organization',. or position, often through direct quotations from leaders,
skillfully worked into the body of piece. It helps the reporter deal with an issue more intelligently.

A backgrounder is especially good for complex issues. For instance, if an agency is considering a bond
election for new pools, give a reporter a background piece on the history of pools, their construction,
original cost, projected life span, number of annual users, number of youth who learned to swim in them,
etc. The backgrounder would expose the reporter to a more thorough understanding of the larger issues.

Public Letters

iblic letters communicate a position on an issue or on a policy. Often, these take the form ofopen
letters to a btiaid or commission. They are useful to reporters as sources of quotes and story details. The
American Assaciation for Leisure and Recreation might write an open letter to the President's
Commission on Americans Outdoors to comment on the commission's recommendations. An adhoc
coalition of past Secretaries of State could write an open letter to the President of the United States on
the deployment of nuclear missiles. Although the letter -is sent to the organization or person to whom it
is addressed, its purpose is usually quite different from a private letter. It ca eys information
designed to convince the pUblic, and it is written expressly for publication. Along withthe public
letter, a new., release could call attention to the letter and some of its key points. Public letters can find
many platforms. They ca' be published on the editorial page, used as the basis of anews story,
published in purchased, :-...lvertisements.

Press Advisory

A fourth technique in ti sing the media to communicate with the public is a press advisory. A press
advisory announces the time, date, and details of an event to the press. A prete advisory is often used to
announce a press conference. Reporters who attend the news conference might receive additional
materials: a backgrounder, news release, or press kit. Thepress advisory teases. Its purpose is to entice
attendance. It can herald ground breaking ceremonies, fund raising events, or scheduled testimony
before the state legislature.

Letter to the editor

Another effecti ie device to get your issue before the public is a letter to the editor. Letters to the editor
are surprisingly well-read and can often provoke public awareness md debate ona previously little
publicized issue. Letters to the editor should takea definite stand on an issue without being over-
zealous. Accusations and personal attacks hurt the case, and are rarely published. The letter should be
brief, professional, well-written, without professional jargon. The letter should relate in some way to
an article, editorial, or another recently published letter to the editor. Several membersmay respond,
or one member may respond to a letter from another member. Such a running dialogue can keep an issue
before the public for days, even weeks. Letter writers and letter signers need not be the same person. A
letter signed by an important community leader, a state association president, or a state legislator can
be most effective. Request a letter from the national office. Individual situations need to be evaluated
individually. Define the strategic message. Decide who can best speak to it. Go back to the plan.

Sidebar

Editors often use a sidebar on important stories. A sidebar is a news story which gives the local angle or
a personal, human - interest approach to a larger story.

When the Department of Defense announced the closing of 91 military installations they identified
potential types of uses for the facilities. A good sidebar about how other communities with base
closings have utilized them for recreation and parks facilities would have been effective at that time.

Sidebars can also be keyed directly to a state or local issue. Proposed fundingcutbacks in recreation
ar0. parks programs could be countered with a lively story in a'aigh quality local program. What one
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therapeutic recreation leader is doing every day to contribute to handicapped students' development
could accompany a story on the Special Olympics.

Opinion/Editorial Page

Opinion/editorial columns appear on the opinion and editorial page of the newspaper. These ate
opinion pieces, and their goal is to express a persuasive point of view. Professional newspaper
columnists who appear regularly occasionally print guest columns written by people who are not
professional columnists. The guest column, or opinion/editorial piece, allows a member of the public to
share an opinion. Timeliness and expertise are critical. An opinion/editorial piece on the importance
of recreation and parks issues as positive contributors to a community's quality of life could be used as a
response to local pressure to cut support for recreatiok. narks. More thought provoking than newsy,
an opinion/editorial piece should relate to a topic curre,....y getting media attenti ',n.

Press Examples

Any of the following situations might arise in the course of taking action. These are examples, not
formulas; they are illustrative, not prescriptive. Each situation warrants a creative approach and
individuafsolution.

Situation: The state association president will testify before a state task force on opportunities -to
increase travel and tourism at the local level. The press should be there to report on the testimony and
to make the public aware of the value of recreation and parks.

Action : Issue a press advisory to notify the media of the testimony. Write a news release in
highlighting key:points iv the president's remarks, and a backgrounder to explain the issue. Make
complete copies of the testimony available to reporters at the hearing.

Situation: The city council votes next Wednesday on whether or not to eliminate recreation and
parks center leaders in 1 budget cutting move. Many members testified as the budget p xess progressed,
but the vote will be close. No one is sure who will win. There will be a large turnout, and a final gesture
might sway the vote to the right side.

Action: Buy a half page ad in the local parr and publish an open letter to the city council. Have
community leaders sign it. It should speak to tile importance of the upcoming vote to the future quality
of life of your community. Simultaneously, issue a news release that summarizes the points in the ad
and tells why community leaders wanted to sign onin their own words.

Situation: A national commission just released a study on the status of recreation and parks in the
United States. The report says that funding should come from all levels or government if recreation and
parks are to be accessible to all. You know that the city council is about embark on a year-long study
of essential city services. Several council members already advocate reducing funding for recreation and
parks issues. Move rapidly to block any further consideration of this position.

Action: Find a sympathetic reporter, aad start putting backgrounders in the mail. Set up luncheon
meetings with reporters. Send an open letter to the commission, and publish it in your local newspapers.
Organize a speakers' bureau. Obtain speaking engagements before groups to which council members
belong. Distribute literature tc recreation program participants and park users showing them how they
can get involved, and how to contact their local councilman.

Situation: Members are joining with local service clubs, YMCAs and YWCAs to sponsor a leisure
fair at the three area shopping centers. The fa!-- will be held during national recreation and parks
week. Alert the public and encourage attendant.

Action: Work with the newspaper to get a special feature on the style section front page. Better
yet, develop a personality piece on one of the unique participants. Get a headliner to participate in the
fair, perhaps as an emcee.

Be creative. These aren't rules. They are suggestions to stimulate imagination. An original
approach that meets stated objectives generally gets better results.
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Sample: Press Release

for health,
physical education,

recreation

and dance

American Alliance Aero /11 r/ i vest. 1885

1900 Association Drive Reston, Virginia (703) 476-3400

For Further Inf-mation:
Peggy Seiter, Director
Public & Legislative Affairs
(703) 476-3455

CAHPERD President speaks at
Task Force Hearing

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SACRAMENTO, CA., March 24--Removing required physical education

in elementary schools will have disastrous effects on our children's

health and wellbeing, the California Association for Health, Physical

Education, Recreation and 17;ance told a state Department of Education

Task Force today.

CAHPERD's President Tillman, Dean of Arts and Sciences at

:acremento State University, called on the task force to reverse its

proposal to limit physical education for elementary school children.

The Department wants to remove An existing rule requiring students to

pF%_ticipate in a minimum of 20 minutes of daily physical education

instruction. The rule would be replaced by one requiring 20 minutes

of physical education only three times a week, and 20minute "p/ay"

or "recess" periods, twice a week.
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CAHPERD President speaks at
Task Force Hearing

"What is happening here today, is that you are making a choice

between bridges, roads, and sewers, and the education of our children,"

Tillman told the task force on curriculum requirements. "Given that

choice, the people of California will choose education," he said.

"We believe that the California Department of Education is sacri-

ficing the health and future of our children for one small budget cut

today," said Tillman. "Although the department cites reducing educational

costs as the reason for eliminating the daily requirements, they have

produced no figures which show how much money would be saved by denying

children this essential instruction."

"Recess is not enough!" President Tillman told the task force.

"Studies have shown that left to their own devices, children seldom reach

high enough levels of intensity to bring about the desired health benefits

of a good physical education program. It is important that children learn

early in their lives the skills, behaviors and positive self-concepts nec-

essary to make them healthier, happier, and more productive citizens,"

said Tillman.

"Routine, vigorous physical activity," said Tillman, "has been shown

to reduce the incidence of:

obesity

coronary disease

hypertension
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diabetes

musculoskf.tletal problems and

depression anxiety."
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CAHPERD President speaks at
Task Force Hearing

"Grades 1 through 6 is the ideal time for children to develop

basic motor skills. At this age, children quickly learn physical skills

which they can build on at a later time in their life," said Tillman.

"Research has shown that attitudes are developed at a young r"e, and once

formed, are difficult to change."

Tillman offered to provide additional information on the short and

long te.n benefits of physical education to the task force.

The state bo.7.-rd of education has appointed the task force to gather

input from the public concerning changes in curriculum. A CAHPERD repre-

sentative has testified at each of the hearings, which have been taking

place around the state for the past six months.

-30--
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Sample: Letter to the Editor

Letters
Teacher termination bill questioned
To the Editor of The Tribune:

The Iowa Association for Health, Physical Educa-
tion, Recreation and Dance has nct taken a stand on
the Teacher Termination Bill (Senate File 448) but
would like to voice its concern with Section 280.13 of
the bill which pertains to the separation of teaching
and coaching duties. The proposed bill greatly de-
creases the requirements for coaching athletic teams.
Whereas at this time a coach is required to have a
ti lcher's certificate and to have a coaching endorse-
111 3nt the current bill does away with the requirement
for the teaching certificate. Rather, it stipulates that
the only requirement for coaching would be to have a
coaching endorsement. The coaching requirements
are not standardized and currently can be satisfied by
taking abbreviated courses on two weekends. These
courses do not have the same amount of content as
those currently taught in the universities. Under the
proposed legislation anyone, even a high school drop-
out who took a couple of weekend courses, could spend
two or three hours a day coaching students in a sport.

Our major concerns center around these issues:
1) This legislation represents a major philosophic

change regarding the place of sports in the schools.
While heretofore, sports have been considered part of
the overall instructional program of the school, the
implication of S.F. 448, Section 280.13 is that athletics
are not part of the educational setting and are outside
instructional guidelines. A coach who is not part of the
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educational system would not have the informal da
to day contact in the schools such as those that take
place in the hallway, the classroom, and the times
before and after practice to talk with the student ath-
lete. Those contacts are important and allow a teacher
coach to show a concern for the student's total develop-
ment and school life.

2) Coaching requires a knowledge of physiological
processes, an understanding of developmental psy-
chology, and acquaintance with educational tech-
niques. Such things as warmup process, training reg-
imens, work-out plans, and expectations at certain
levels comprise an integral part of coaching prepara-
tion and a coach without formal preparation in these
areas would be shortchanging students. The possibility
of injury in sport would be greater conceivably result-
ing in more legal suits against the school.

Our neighbor state, Minnesota, currently has separ-
ate contracts for teaching and coaching but the require-
ments for coaching certification are almost the equi-
valent for those teaching physical education. We feel
we owe it to Iowa students to provide the best we have
to offer and that this section of the proposed bill dim-
inishes those opportunities.

Jan Beran
IAHPERD President
311 PLysical Education Buildin6
Ames, It wa
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Sample: Opinion/Editorial Column

Wayne Osness

Alliance President Responds
to Commission

On April 26th, the White House
released a report from the National
Commission on Excellence in Educa-
tion entitled "A Nation at Risk: The
Imperative for Educational Reform."
The report sounds a warning to edu-
cators across the nation: We have let
our educational system decline; the
results have affected our economy,
our industries, our children, and the
safety and security of our nation and
our future. The message is clear:
America cannot afford to continue to
tolerate the status quo in education.

The Commission report made pub-
lic many issues and concerns that
educators have been sharing with
each other for some time now. From
American Alliance members we have
often heard: "Soma of our majors
come to us neither with the rudimen-
tary essentials in math and science,
nor the physical skills needed to con-
tinue their learning at the college
level." "Students seem interested only
in getting by, getting the credentials
necessary to get a job."

Orie can argue selected points of
the commission's findings, the logic
and practicality of their recommen-
dations, or the dirge-like seriousness
of their warnings. But what cannot
be argued is that this report is long
overdue and is very likely to signal a
renaissance in education which will
precipitate major changes in the very
fabric of our educational system
the impact will reach far into the
future. We may be on a critical thres-
hold. The possibilities are infinite and
exciting.

But tion.e are also some ominous
implications. One of the major criti-
cisms the commission levies at the
current system is that "Twenty-five
percent of the credits earned by
general-track high school students
are in physical education and health
education, work experience outside
the school, remedial English and mathe-
matics, and personal service and
development courses, such as train-
ing for adulthood and marriage . . ."

The commission believes that these
courses take time away from math,
science, English and social studies
courses, thereby contributing to the
decline in the overall level of educa-
tional achievement of our nation's
students.

Tha American Alliance disagrees
with is inference on two counts.
First, grouping physical education
and health education courses with
remedial courses, t sluing for adult-
hood and experiences which occur
outside the school denigrates our pro-
fessions, which are part of the.educa-
tional mainstream. The teaching
skills, knowledge, and appreciation
of movement is an essential part ofa
complete, well-rounded education.
Developing an understanding and
awareness of an active lifestyle on
an individual and personal level is
an integral part of the school curricu-
lum of the future.

Second, the implication that some-
how these courses have contributed
to a diminished educational perfor-
mance could not be further from the
truth.
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Physical education and health edu-
cation classes are not the cause of the
declining level of student achieve-
ment; they can and do serve as an
impetus for higher achievement.
Physical education teaches skills and
knowledge which can be used through-
out a student's lifetime, resulting in a
healthier, more physically fit adult.
Increased levels of physical activity
bring increased capacity for produc-
tivity. A physically active person is a
more productive person. A physically
active person is tired less often and
finds an increased level of energy.
Physically active and fit students,
therefore, will have more, not less
time and energy.

Physical education and health edu-
cation teach students about healthy
diet, good nutrition and how their
bodies function. Students who eat
right and engage in regular physical
activity will be healthier and will be
absent from school less often. Stu-
dents who are knowledgeable about
their bodies and who are in good
physical conditi'in use less energy to
accomplish goals, and maintain an
efficiency of movement which can
leave more time for learning.

P!'yeical education teaches students
how to use their leisure time. Appro-
priate use of leisure time provides a
much needed respite to the rigors of a
demanding new educational curricu-
lum, allowing better concentration
and increased attention span while
on task.

Health education teaches students
about the care and maintenance of
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Practicalities for Using Tools for the
Media

Press Release Format

When .vriting a press release, remember the six questions that the release should answer: who, what,
where, when, why and how. Always put the most important information first and the least important
last. Omit anything not pertinent to the issue. Check writing tips in the following section.

Use the standard format for writing a news release.
Use standard 81/2" x 11" white paper and black typewriter ribbon. Colored paper might draw
attention to a newsletter, but it will look unprofessional in a news release.
The release should be typewritten, and printed or photocopied. The quality of mimeographed
releases is inadequate.
Use one side of the paper only.
Use wide margins. Double space. Use association letterhead or special news release stationery,
which includes the organization's name, address, and phone number.
Label the first page clearly as a news release.
Give the name and title of a contact person and that person's day and evening phone numbers in
the upper left hand corner of every page. Type "For Immediate Release" prominently near the
top of the first page. If it should be released on a particular day, type, "For Release: day 16,
19_, after 10 a.m."
Do not let a sentence or paragraph carry over from one page to the next.
Do not hyphenate: words.
A news release should rarely be more than two pages long. At the top left hand side of the
second and subsequent pages , list the name of the organization and the page number, i.e.
"American Alliance, Page 2."
If the release is more than one page, type "(MORE)" at the bottom of all but the final page. On
the last page indicate the end of the release by the symbol "-30- "or "###."

Writing Tips

Be clear, concise, and courteous.
Get to the point.
Use a news peg.
Writ "inverted pyramid style," most important information first, and then add details.
Chec .< grammar and word usage. Do not be afraid to ask friends for help.
Do not use a big word when you can a small one is as or more effective.
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Use strong verbs. Write in the active voice.
Quote several key sources, if appropriate. Quote accurately.
Be specific.
Make your writing style natural, reflecting conversational tone.
Use concrete words and images.
Use this guideline: No sentences should be longer than 15 words, no paragraph longer than five
sentences, and no press release longer than two pages.
Be prepared to make at least three drafts: the first to get some ideas down on paper, the second
to clarify and order the ideas, and the last to refine the press release style and tone.

Dealing With ['inters

If a large number of releases must be mailed, they could be printed. The general rule Is that it is
cheaper to print (off-set) more than 100 copies, than to photocopy them. Use a quick-print printer.
Their rates are usually cheaper because they use a printing process which involves a less expensive
printing plate.

Printers ulten have machines which can collate, fold, and stuff news releases. A printer can print
the news release on letterhead or news release stationery, and should offer advice about other details
of the job. Don't be intimidated by big machines an unfamiliar terms. Simply ask the printer to
explain details, such as paper stock, size reduction, bleed-offs, and so on.

Developing a Mailing List

Several groups of people, in addition to local newspaper editors, should be included on a mailing lists
for regular press releases. This may be a good way to keep certain people up to date on an issue.
Recipients of releases are chosen based on decisions made after considering the organization's
legislative goals, strategic message, target audience, and the effect of the legislative struggle on the
organization's image. Consider the plan. Be sure to assign someone to keep the mailing list updated.

Do not use names for media mailings. Address the envelope to "City Desk," "State Desk," "Sports
Editor," or 'News Editor." Editors do not mind this and it keeps the list from becoming outdated.
Consider the following when developing a mailing list.

Print Media
Local, daily, or weekly newspapers (often large cities have suburban newspapers in addition to
the larger daily paper)
Neighborhood newspapers
Shoppers newspapers or supplements
Newspaper supplements, i.e. special annual section on education or fitness
State capitol newspaper (usually one newspaper in the state capitol canies state wide news)
Minority or ethnic group newspapers
Underground press
Community magazines
Special audience newspapers or newsletters
State magazines (i.e., Texas)
City magazines ( i.e., Washington, Los Angeles)
Regular or feature columnists, or editorial page editors.
Trade press editors

state recreation and park newsletters and magazines
local department newsletters
newsletters for localirfate fitness clubs, recreation clubs, maulers' clubs, YMCAs, YWCAs, Boy
Scouts, etc.
ournal-of-Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance
Update
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Parks and Recreation
Dateline: NRPA
Association magazines/newsletters
Regional/District Professional magazines/newsletters

Broadcast Media

Local television stations
Local cable television stations
Local radio stations (check pop, rock, country, classical, all news, ethnic, urban contemporary
everyone votes and needs tv know)
Television and radio editorial and editorial response spots
Television and radio talk show host

Community Group Newsletters

See Community Resources listing in Research and Resources Section.

Government Officials

State boards of education members
Governor
State director of natural resources department
State superintendent of schools
State administrator of parks division
State board of health
State drug abuse board
State traffic safety board
State advisory boards
State legislators
:state legislative chairs of education, appropriations committees
State curriculum planning committees
United States senators and congressmen
Governor's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports

':,- 6
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10
Want More?
Although the preceding information probably covers almost any situation, occasionally, additional
efforts may be needed in a close legislative campaign. Additional vehicles generally require more
time, money, and sophistication, so do not be afraid to ask for help. Recognize the value of using a
professional in the field. They will probably be glad to offer their opinions and guidance.

Press Kits

A press kit is a collection of informational material about a particular issue, packaged in an attractive
and usable form for a reporter. Press kits can contain a variety of information and usually come in a two
pocket folder format. More expensive folders are printed with the issue, date, organization, and logo on
the outside. Press kits can be mailed to reporters, but are most often given away at press conferences.
Press kits are more visually app cling, elaborate and expensive communications vehicles than simple
information. Do not use them inappropriately. Use them for impact. Use a press kit for major
legislative campaigns.

Take the offensive. Persuade a legislator to introduce a bill which would create a Council on
recreation and parks.

Initiate an annual legislative leisure day which will test state legislators' personal leisure
ethics and practices, educate them about the components of good leisure, and the professional training
necessary to become a recreation and park professional.

Press kits can contain a variety of information, based on the issue, the strategy, and the target
audience. Some of the possible items to include it a press kit about a new piece of draft legislation
might be:

A news release announcing the introduction of the bill and explaining its significance.
A fact sheet explaining the major points of the legislation and why it is necessary. Explain the
organization's standpoint, rather than the opposition's.
A list of people to call for more information.
Past news releases from related activities, such as a release covering the way Illinois
successfully does the same thing that this bill suggests. Show the local angle by explaining
how the bill will affect student at a nearby school.
A copy of the draft legislation.

A short biography of the sponsor to give him credit for introducing the bill and to give him or
her an opportunity for some news coverage.
A list of cosponsors.
Charts and graphs of data which support the cause.
Questions and answers on key ways in which the bill is new or different. Make them questions
a reporter might ask.
A brochure of about the state organization. Do not overdo this information unless the press kit
focuses on the organization.
A list of supporters, including letters of support from other legislators and civic groups. This
defines the bill's support, and lets the media know how broad-based the support is, that it is
truly a community issue.
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Use good judgement about other items to be included. The goal is to educate the reporter as
quickly as possible, and to provide proper background information without overburdening.

News Conferences

A news conference enables a news source to assemble a large nun_ba of reporters from a variety of media,
and disseminate information to all of them at once. Press conferences are only used for major
announcements. If used frivolously or inappropriately, they can harm an organization's reputation.

Press conferences take a great deal of planning and coordination. If a press conference would give
the legislative campaign an extra boost, solicit the help of a public relations professional. Try to find
a public relations professional who is willing to volunteer for the association. Local college or
university public relations staff might be good choices. Try to get help from the public relations staff of
the bill's sponsor.

Broadcast Coverage

Although you probably won't use television coverage is expensive and not often feasible, do not neglect
its powerful impact on the public Radio is far more accessible, although coverage is less global. There
are different kinds of exposure, such as radio and televis on, local news shows, local interview shows,
editorial replies, features, documentaries and public service announcements. In general, local news
shows, editorial replies, and local interview shows work best to influence legislative issues.

Television News

Television news coverage is used for more important stories. Many local television stations have
expanded local news segments which air daily before the national news. These shows developed
because of earlier FCC regulations requiring a certain amount of local programming.

Local news show video taped footage shot earlier in the day for airing on evening or late telecasts.
Some stations will do live interviews on the air. TV producers avoid "talking heads" by trying to get
more visually appealing pictur2s. Think action when thinking about TV.

Radio News

Radio is an instant medium. Reporters use their two-way radios to report live from anywhere in the
area. Recording tape can be edited and aired quickly, and stations air news at regular times during the
hour, as well as more frequently when a story is breaking.

Thus radio has an incredible appetite for stories, new stories, stories that affect schools, stories
that listeners want to hear. A stream of news releases, letters, and phone calls helps the news editor
add an issue to the steady stream of ongoing news.

Interview Shows

Reaching a well-known local talk show personality is another way to generate interest in a topic.
Well-timed, the interview can help sway the public and influence legislators. The spokesperson must
be of intrinsic interest to get on the show, and must be very educated about the strategic message and
image that needs to be conveyed.

Editorials

Editorial repiit:s on radio or television are usually 60-second spots aired in response to a local news
commentary, or relevant to some community issue. Often, stations look for groups with issues to present.
Although they are directed by the FCC to allow responsible parties to reply, they are not required to
do so. Because they cover a broad range of issues, they may not air an issue repeatedly. A simple phone
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call or letter to the station requesting ec:itorial time, briefly explaining the reason for presenting the
issue may secure air time. Be sure the reply is coherent, simple, and well timed. It must fit exactly into
the time slot allowed. Type replies,double or triple spaced, and practice delivery.

Talking Tips

Here are some tips for projecting a good image on the air.
Call to confirm the date, time, and place of the interview.
Think of the interview as an offensive rather than a defensive activity. Communicate and
persuade. Do not defend.
Establish two or three points that the audience should take with them (the strategic messages)
Work toward mentioning these early in the interview. Repeat and repeat them again.
Role-play. Have a friend ask all the questions which could be asked on the air, and prepare
concise, clear 2esponses. Practice.
Wear subdued colors for television,but not white. Avoid loud clothes. Everything is magnified
on camera. Do not wear jangling jewelry or anything that makes a noise. The microphone will
pick up the sound.
Get to the station early.
Relax.
Do not assume that the audience knows issues or the profession.
Talk in a relaxed, conversational tone.
Find out when the editorial will be aired. Notify all appropriate names on the list. Be sure to
thank the interviewer and the crew.

Press Luncheons

A press luncheon is an informal business meeting with one member of the press, or a more formal session
with a dozen reporters. Individual press luncheons provide an atmosphere in which long-term personal
relationships with reporters can be fostered, but should only be held when there is something
important to say. TArger luncheons are good for explaining background information and presenting a
news story. The setting, is the same as for n news conference, except more cordially presented.

Call a reporter for a luncheon meeting to give background on the state park funding bill pending in
the House Appropriations Subcommittee. Set up a luncheon meeting to inform a reporter that the city
council vote on a pertinent issue tonight (that didn't show up on the agenda) will be protested by 100
participants. Ask the reporter to plan for a photographer if there will be a good visual story.

Tips for press luncheons:
Always be honest, accurate, Leliable, and enthusiastic. Most importantly, build and maintain
credibility.
If meeting with only one reporter, let the reporter select the restaurant, but make the
reservation in person. Otherwise, plan to rent a banquet room at a local restaurant or hotel.
Prepare handouts concerning the information related to the discussion that can be taken away.
Promise to send information requested, and do so the same day, if possible.
Pay for lunch. Some papers have a policy preventing reporters from accepting, but make a
sincere offer. This is courtesy, not bribery.
Larger luncheons may be more formal, with charts and graphs presentations after a chatty
meal. (Note: Make sure any information lives up to the reporter's investment of time.) An hour
is usually the maximum time reporters can spare.
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Research Excerpts:
Recreation and Parks Facts

The old saying, 'Statistics can prove anything," is very true. In the same way, it could be said that
research can prove anything. Both findings and their numerical analyses can be debated, researched,
and analyzed again. It is often difficult to know when all the facts are in. That's why experimentsare
replicated many times before frte profession accepts the "truth" of the findings.

Political process does not wait for research. Politically active professionals must act on the best
information available at the time of a decision. The following section contains statements which have
been culled from several sources, that are intended as suggestions to advocates for recreation and parks
issues. Nothing negative about recreation and parks will be found here. It is not a definitive or
balanced research piece, but a practical aid. When writing to legislators, preparing testimony, and
speaking to community leaders, use these statements to formulate arguments or stimulate thinking.

The Research Excerpts are organized in the following order:
1. The Shape of America's Recreation and Park System

The Federal Level
The State and Local L

2. The Benefits of Recreation and Parks
Health and Fitness
Social
Attitude
Productivity

3. What people say about Recreation and Parks
4. The Status of Recreation and Parks

Participation
Resources

5. Demand

1. The Shape of America's Recreation and Park System

The Federal Level

"...We found that we are facing a deterioration of the natural resource base, and of the recreation
infrastructure. Accelerating development of our remaining open spaces, wetlands, shorelines, historic sites,
and countrysides, and deferred maintenance and care of our existing resources, are robbing future
generations of the heritage which is their birthright." (PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 6)
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A Government Accounting Office report suggested the National Park Service would experience a
$1.9 billion maintenance shortfall.

The State and Local Level

"City recreation areas and open spaces are essential links in our national network of outdoor resources, key
components in a continuum that extends from small parks in crowded residential areas to pristine
wilderness."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p.95)

In the past century, Americans have invested billions of dollars in public recreation facilities. These facilities,
which are often essential to people's use and enjoyment of the outdoors, are now showing their age."(PCAO
Recommendations, 1986, p. 169)

"A 1986 survey indicates ... a crisis faces the state parks: 'Apart from funding what do [state] park directors see
as their greatest need? For most, the highest priority is the existing system, especially fixing up neglected or
obsolete facilities... . "(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 170)

"All across America, people told us [President's Commission on Americans Outdoors] that recreation is a
critical part of their lives. Yet our actions do not seem to reflect the premiere importance which Americans of
all ages in all parts of the country attach to recreation.

Fewer than 10% of American cities have a policy statement recognizing recreation as being necessary for
the public good.

Less than one penny of the federal dollar is spent on parks and recreation.

Less than 1% of an estimated $80 billion given away as charitable contributions in 1986 in this country was
for conservation programs."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 186)

"In real dollars, direct government spending for parks and recreation has increased moderately since 1977.
Howerar, an analysis by the Conservation Foundation of state park and recreation budgets indicated that
after adjustment for inflation, state spending for parks and recreation decreased 17%from 1980 to 1983. By
contrast, state spending for all programs, after adjustment for inflation, fell only 0.4%."(PCAO
Recommendations, 1986, p. 192)

The National Recreation and Park Association estimated local parks facilities rehabilitation needs from 1981
to 1985 to be $4.26 billion."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 192)

"State recreation officials responding to a 1986 survey estimated their needs for federal Land and Water
Conservation Fund assistance for the next 3 years at $1.7 billion. This sum was predicated on the availability
of state and local matching money.(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 192)

"Fairfax County, Virginia, reports that it will have to spend $5' million for parkland to keep up with population
growth through the rest of this century."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 192)

"In 1985, local and state parks and recreation departments and federal land managing agencies spent $10.7
billion specifically on recreation. Most of that was for operations and facilities maintenance; smaller portions
were for acquisition and facilities development and rehabilitation."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 193)

"While generously usedadmissions have tripled since 1955state parks are anything but generously funded.
Belt tightening in state government and rapidly shrinking federal assistance have taken a heavy toll in recent
years."(Gimlin, 1988)
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2. The Benefits of Recreation and Parks

Health and Fitness

"Americans spent $355 billion, or about $1,500 per capita, on health care in 1983. If increased recreation
participation would reduce that figure by just five percent, the national savings would amount to more than
$15 billion."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 13)

"Recreation is very, very important for disabled individuals, not just for all the reasons that it is important for
non-disabled individuals . . . but because recreation is a rehabilitation tool. We have found in our programs
that individuals who become disabled often go through a real identity crisis, and theygo through a period
where there's a lot of self doubt, and lack of confidence. We have found that recreation gees-them back on
the road to recovery by increasing their self-confidence, and their st ength se that they can compete in the
market place. We believe this is even more important for the disabled personthan it is for the non-disabled
person." (PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 13-14)

"One way to measure the health of a society is to measure the health of its citizens. Preventing the diseases of
our society would, i believe, be a hopeless task without places to be alone, or places to play with our children,
or places to walk with a friend." Dr. Russell Hoverman (PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 15)

"Children depend on safe available places to play. Children also need open spaces to roam and explore wild
lands. The National Children and Youth Fitness Study (1984) found that physically fit children depend on
services and facilities of community organizations, such as religious groups, local park and recreation
departments, and private agencies."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 19)

"Parents, participants, and organizers recognize the value of camps and youth serving organizations as
charac builders for youth. A 1986 study by the University of California at Los Angeles found that teens did
not use drugs if drug use conflicted with their self-images. Public and private recreation services provide
opportunities for youth to feel good about themselves to learn new skills, to gain confidence, to become
winners."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 19)

"A frequently expressed motivation for participating in outdoor recreation is escape. This is described in a
variety of ways, from 'seeking a change of pace,' to 'getting away from it all,' to 'giving the mind a rest,' to
blowing off steam.' We are all in need of a change from the daily routine from time to time. Outdoor
recreation is significant in its ability to fulfill these needs by providing a setting which is often in sharp contrast
to everyday life. Those settings are often open, quiet, less demanding, and probably have a lot more natural
features and fewer man-made features than our normal environment. Further, in participation, we are
generally in control of the circumstances of our routine, such that we are not continually confronted with
demands or needs to respond to others' wishes. We can do more for ourselves, and thus find a restoration of
the sense of control over our life. It is particularly significant that this motivation is one that appears to be on
the increase."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 13)

Social

"Outdoor recreation helps us accomplish personal goals fitness and longer life, family togetherness,
friendship, personal reflection, and appreciation of nature and beauty. As the outdoors leads to the
attainment of personal goals, it becomes a stimulant or catalyst for the achievement of the nation's social
goals: health, education, employment, family cohesion, economic vitality, environmental quality."(PCAO
Recommendations, 1986, p. 13)

'Today's fast-paced, highly technological society has produced new stresses and pressures. The home is seen
as a sanctuary from stress, and travel for leisure is frequently closer to this home base. The focuson family
and children has returned, causing parents to investigate and scrutinize the amenities their communities
offer. Recreation programs need to be flexible, allowing participation before work, during lunch hours, or
after work. Amenities, such as child care are increasingly important." (PCAO Recommendations, 1986,p. 24)
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"Close to home recreation is important for everyone, but it is particularly critical for less mobile people who
are often concentrated in the cities. Recreation helps special groups overcome social isolation. Citizens with
physical and mental disabilities are often isolated from the mainstream of society by social attitudes, as well
as physical and economic barriers. Recreation programs can be a first step to break down these
barriers."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 98)

"Family groups are, by far, the most common type of group visiting public recreation areas in the United
States, totalling nearly two-thirds of groups."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 14)

"Parkland is needed socially because a health-conscious population demands fresh air to breath and open
space for running that cannot be found inside a gym."(Hornback, 1989)

"Families tend to turn to outdoor recreation activities more than to most other recreation activities when
whole families participate together and group leisure is three times as likely to be done with families than with
other friends and acquaintances."(West, 1986)

Attitude

"Each year thousands of nerve-shaken, overcivilized people find that going to the mountains, forest, and
deserts is sort of like going home. These areas are useful not only as fountains of timber and water but
fountains of life."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 10

"Recent studies indicate that people are staying at home more but wishing to be away at the same time.
When people do get away, it is for much shorter trips than was customary before the sharp rise in travel costs
after 1978."(Horriback, 1989)

"Happiness comes from facing meaningful challenges where there is a reasonable chance of success. We
crave struggles where the outcome is in doubt, where there is no guaranteed success or certain failure. There
may be success today and failure tomorrow but we take delight in exercising our talents.", (Neal, 1983)

"Change of attitudes and firming of a philosophy come primarily through experiencing, through intense
involvement in activity through which intrinsic rewards are obtained."(Neal, 1983)

"Opportunities for expression which determine the quality of youth will comely largely through one's
recreation timerecreation meaning to create anew."(Neal, 1983)

"...Recreation...reaches on to creativity. Outdoor recreation demands and evokes aesthetic responses in ways
for which there ale no substitutes indoors. What is preserved in a park, a wilderness, a wildlife refuge, a water
gap, an offshore island, a mountain on the skyline is not merely the life supporting environment; we preserve
the possibility of dynamic aesthetic responses to the wonderland Americans inhabit."(Rolston III, 1986)

"Nature generates poetry, philosophy, and religion, and at its deepest educational capacity, Americans are
awed and humbled by staring into the stormy surf of the midnight sky, by overlooking the canyon lands or by
an overflight of migrating geese. If we must put it so, nature is a philosophical resource..."(Rolston III, 1986)

"The significance of nature is one of the richest assignments of mind, and this requires detection, imagination,
participation, decision. The great outdoors works on a recreationist's soul, as well as on muscles and
body."(Rolston III, 1986)

Productivity

"Recreation is big business. In 1984 Americans spent $262 billion on recreation and leisure, and $100 billion
on outdoor recreation. Outdoor recreation, resources, facilities and activities generate economic activity.
Some exauples:
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The East Bay Regional Park District in California employs 300 permanent and 200 seasonal employees.
The park system generates about $382 million (Gary Trudeau, EastBay Regional Park District)

The total economic impact of over 11,000 organized recreation camps in the United States is over $2.5
billion (Armand Ball, American Camping Association)

2 Ski areas produce a total revenue of $2.75 billion (Jim Branch, Sno-engineering, Inc.)

A three-field softball complex in Lewiston, Maine with an initial cost of $150,000 added $160,000 to the
local economy in just one year.

Snowmobiling accounts for $1.3 billion in expenditures annually. Boaters spent $13.75 billion in 1985 for
equipment and other needs. Fishermen spent $17.3 billion and hunters spent $8.5 billion in 1980 to pursm
their sports. Whitewater rafting produces $60 million each year in, Colorado alone. The annual sale of new
recreational vehicles totals $6 billion. (PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 16

"ever the next 50 years the Chattahooche National Forest in northern Georgia will produce $108 million from
timber and $637 million from recreation." (PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 17)

'The benefits to citizens of four urban parks in Worcester, Massachusetts, exceeded the annual operating
costs by 4.5 to 1."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 17)

"In 1982, governments at all levels invested $8 billion in recreation and park programs, or $103 for every
American household. Users of these government programs received total benefits of $26 billion, a benefit
cost ration of 3:1."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 17)

"According to a 1986 Market Opinion Research Survey, three-fourths of American Adults traveled outside
their communities to parks on all day trips. More than one-fourth (28%) of these adults visited park and
recreation areas 10 or more times a year."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p.17)

"It costs $30,000 a year to keep a kid in jail and many times they come out worse then when they went in. We
are spending $3.33 a child per year for recreation and theyare better for it."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p.20)

"On average, the 50 state park systems last year recovered almost 40% of their $854 million operating costs
through various fees, licensing and'taxrevenues, on-site sales and an assortment of other income producing
devices."(Gimlin, 1988)

"Parkland is needed economically because industry benefits from the time and space parks provide for
workers to recharge so they can stand up to competition of stronger international markets."(Homback, 1989)

"Almost all institutions involved in the economic functions of production, consumption, accumulation and
trade are potentially affected by recreation activities."(PCAO Literature Review, 1986)

3. What people say about Recreation and Parks
"Nearly 50% of Americans describe themselves as "outdoors people", and another 16% consider themselves a
combination of indoors and outdoors people."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 8)

"Perhaps the biggest problem is that take the outdoors for granted; we assume it will always be there, not
recognizing that its maintenance depends on each of us." ((PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 9)

"In going outdoors I found I was only going home." John Muir

"Like winds and sunsets, wild things were taken for granted until progress began to do away with them." AldoLeopold
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"Wild animals are symbols of our nation. What effect would the extinction of the bald eaglethe symbol of
our nationhave on American's optimism for our country's future? State3 adopt birds, flowers and trees that
reflect their state's special identity. Natural symbols define America's tradition." (PCAO Recommendations,
1986, p.19)

'The American adult public in early 1986 is in substantial agreement with these seven ideas which impact on
what government policy should be with respect to outdoor recreation. The strength of agreement is greatest
with the first idea and least with the last, but still the majority agreement crosses all demographic, geographic
and motivational subgroups of the public."

'The government should preserve natural areas for use by future generations."

"Preservation of the natural environment is important for recreation."

"More parks and recreation areas are needed near large cities."

'The national government should continue to give financial assistance to local and state government for
outdoor recreation."

"I am willing to pay taxes which are dedicated to preserve natural areas of our country."

"Local, state, or national government should provide access to beach and waterfront property on oceans,
lakes, and rivers."

"Maintaining the land and parks already available is more important than adding more parks." (Market
Opinion Research, May, 1986)

"...If there is an overeaching goal for American recreation in the last year of this century, it lz: the frustratingly
familiar but increa3ingly urgent challenge to balance the continuum of available recreation opportunities to
achieve social, political, and economic justice for both the haves and have-nots of America, wherever this
dichotomy appears or however it is defined."(Dunn, 1988)

4. The Status of Recreation and Parks

"Spending strictly for parks and recreation nationwide amounts to less than 1% of total annual government
outlays."(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 193

"When California lawmakers balked this year at approving a $776 million bond issue the biggest ever for
outdoor recreation a strong network of park supporters...joining with the state's big tourist business and
going over the legislators' heads by gathering enough petition signatures to put the issue directly before the
electorate. In June's primary election the voters said yes by a large margin."(Gimlin, 1988, p. 58)

Participation

"Why Americans participate in outdoor recreation:(PCAO Recommen, ations, 1986, p. 25)

Enjoy/Enjoyment/Fun 36%

Exercise/Keep in shape 25%

To be ou,:cloors?outside/Just to get out 22%

Health/Healthier/For the health/Feel good 15%

Fresh air 12%
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"What American's do for outdoor recreation:(PCAO Recommendations, 1986, p. 26)

Walking for pleasure 84%

Driving for pleasure 77%

Sightseeing 77%

picnicking 76%

Swimming 76%

Visit zoos, fairs, amusement parks 72%

"Lifecycle determines how much time people spend on outdoor recreation. Young singles, young couples,
and married couples with young children typically increase the time they spend in outdoor recreation. Those
who have not changed or reduced the amount of time they spend include married couples with grown
children, older singles and widows. Job pressures and health tend to reverse these trends. Children spend
twice as much of their free time on recreation as adults."(PCAO Recommmdations, 1986, p. 29)

"Since the 1960s three factors beyond population level, have significantly affected demand for outdoor
recreation. These factors are leisure time, income, and mobility."

"Leisure Time we have experienced a decline in leisure time of about 8 hours per week since 1970. On
the other hand, retirement is coming earlier for most Americans. Less than one out of four Americans waits
until age 65 to retire."

"Income In 1985 the share of disposable personal income going to recreation was 6.4%. There is a
significant public acceptance of user fees and charges at public recreation areas."

"Mobility Our freedom of movement expresses itself in our recreation choices as much as any other
aspect of our lives. While the cross country auto trip was a common element in middle class America in years
past, it has become less so in the past decade. This decline is reflected in fewer visits to remote areas of the
National Park System, and is shown directly by the statistics on shorter recreation trips."(PCAO
Recommendations, 1986, p. 33)

"Research overwhelmingly shows that family and home relationships, informal gatherings in public places,
and mass recreation provide the leisure environment most people prefer." (Sapora, 1983)

"One expanding frontier that may still exist is related to people and their potential for developing social
boundaries which depend only on creativity and productivity." (Sapnra, 1983)

"Five types of motivations drive American adults to participate in outdoor recreation:

1. Fitness

For exercise

To keep healthy

To lose weight

To reduce stress

2. Social
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To have fun

To be with friends

For the family to be together

For relaxation

3. Excitement

For competition

For excitement

For risk and dancer

4. Experience Self and Nature

To be alone

To experience nature

5. Conformist/Space Cramped

Because everyone else is doing it

For space because home is cramped

"The leisure ethic has become institutionalized in society."(Yankelovick, 1982). Employers are more sensitive
to the leisure demands of workers as stress levels have risen for many in society."(Godbey, 1986)

Resources

'Here's what greenways can do for us and future generations:

Provide Americans with access to open spaces and wildiando for the widest possible variety of outdoor
activities, close to home;

Conserve elements of the great American landscape, in all its diversity and the full potential for human
interactions with that heritage;

Build partnerships among private enterprise, landowners, and local governments and groups in
recreation and conservation;

Encourage local pride and celebration in the quality and availability of outdoor assets;

Diversify and strengthen local economies and lifestyles through enhanced recreation opportunities;

Link urban and rural areas for the recreation and conservation of natural resources."(PCAO
Recommendations, 1986, p. 103)

'The growth of state park systems, especially parks, appears to have slowed dramatically in recent years. For
example, state park systems gained 416,041 acres in 1979, including 403,965 acres by purchase. By 1983 state
park acquisition had annually declined to 63,911 acres, with 18,307 acres acquired by purchase." (PCAO
Working Papers, 1986,)
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'The most frequently mentioned concern (48 states) was for establishment of continuing, stable sources of
Lncglin to support recreation programs"

"'Rehabilitation, operation and maintenance' were the most frequently identified funding needs, followed
closely by new development. More than half the states, however, cited major needs for protection of open
space, natural lands, or historic areas that could involve funding of land acquisitions as one protection
measure."

'Two thirds of state assessments say that federal matching funds for land acquisition, development,
rehabilitation, and planning are essential components of continued, stable funding sources. Most praise the
accomplishments of earlier federal recreation grant programs (LWCF and UPARR) and imply that these
successful federal commitments have been curtailed prematurely."(PCAO Working Papers, 1986)

5. Demand

"From the standpoint of need, it may be said that, while need for recreation is more abstract and loweron a
hierarchy of need than for instance, need for food, a number of social Anthropologists have paid attention to
recreation and play. Hall (1970) lists play as one of ten 'primary message systems' shared by all cultures. It
has also been argued that periodic escape from stress and an over stimulating environment is essential to
well-being."(Neal, 1983, p. 5)

The 5,300 state operated parks and related facilities draw more than twice as many visitorsas national parks,
which tend to be far bigger, better known and stronger in public support."(Gimlin, 1988,p. 56)

"Overnight use of campgrounds, cabins, and lodges at state parks has increased faster than the overall surge
in state park admissions during the past three decades. Overnight visits rose from 10 million to 15 million
during the mid-1950s to 60 million last year, reflecting a rise in the affluence and outdoor interest of
Americans."(Gimlin, 1988, p. 59)

'The changing preferences of our aging population from low cost, activity oriented recreation (picnicking,
hiking, camping) to high cost, sedentary recreation (cabin and RV rental camping, travel toresort and
commercial amusement destinations, outdoor recreation via cruises) will havean important consequence for
park professionals."(Hornback, 1989, p. 36)

"As our society becomes older, better educated, and more economically constrained, the amount of
participation in many forms of leisure activity may become less important than the quality of the experience.
There is already some evidence that older people are highly sensitive to the qualitative aspects of recreation
and park experiences such as level of maintenance, aesthetic considerations, and safety. The critical leisure
consumer will increasingly seek high quality in both leisure products and leisure experience."(Godbey, 1986,
Demand-6)
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